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Personality has been conceptualized from a van

ety of theoretical perspectives, and at various lev

els of abstraction or breadth John, Uampson,

& Goldberg. 1991; McAdams, 1995. Each of

these leveis has made unique contributions to

out understanding of individual differences in

behavior and experience. One frequently studied

level is personality traits John & Gosling, in

press. However, the number of personality

traits, and scales designed to measure them, has

escalated without an end in sight Goldberg,

1971. Researchers, as well as practitioners in the

field of personality assessment, have been faced

with a bewildering array of personality scales

from which to choose, with little guidance and

no overall rationale at hand. To make matters

worse, scales with rhe same name often measure

concepts that are not the same, and scales with

different names often measure concepts that are

quite similar. Although diversity and scientific

pluralism are useful, the systematic accunlula

tion of findings and the communication among

researchers has become difficult amidst the Ba

bel of concepts and scales.

Many personality researchers had hoped that

they might devise the structure that would trans

form the Babel into a community speaking a

common language. However, such an integra

tion was not to be achieved by any one re

searcher or by any one theoretical perspective. As

Allport once put it, each assessor has his own

per units and uses a pet battery of diagnostic de

vices" 1958, p.258.
What personality psychology needed was a

descriptive model, or taxonomy, of traits. One of

the central goals of scientific taxonomies is the

definition of overarching domains within which

large numbers of specific instances can be under

stood in a simplified way. Thus, in personality

psychology, a taxonomy would permit research

ers to study specified domains of personality

characteristics, rather than examining separately

the thousands of particular attributes that make

each human being individual and unique. More

over, a generally accepted taxonomy would

greatly facilitate the accumulation and commu

nication of empirical findings by nffering a

standard vocabulary, or nomenclature.

After decades of research, the field is finally

approaching consensus on a general taxonomy

of personality traits, the "Big Five" personality

dimensions. These dimensions do not represent

a particular theoretical perspective but were de

rived from analyses of the natural language terms

people use ro describe themselves and others.

Rather than replacing all previous systems, the

Big Five taxonomy serves an integrative function

because it can represent diverse systems of per

sonality description in a common framework. It

thus provides a starting place for vigorous re

search and theorizing that can eventually lead to

an explication and revision of the descriptive tax

onomy in causal and dynamic terms.

In this chapter, we first review the history of

the Big Five, including the discovery of the five

dimensions, research replicating and extending

rhe model, its convergence with research in the

questionnaire tradition, and the development of

several instruments to measure the Big Five.

Then, we compare three of the nsost frequently

used instruments and report data regarding their

reliability and convergent validity. Finally, we ad

dress a number of crirical issues, including how

the Big Five taxonomy it structured hierarchi

call>', whether the five dimensions predict impor

tant life outcomes, how they develop, how they

combine into personality rypes, and whether they

are descriptive or explaisatory concepts.

THE LEXiCAL APPROACH AND
DISCOVERY OF THE BIG FIVE

One starting place for a shared taxonomy is the

natural language of personality description.

Beginning with Klages 1926, Baumgarten

1933, and Allport and Odberr 1936, various

psychologists have turned to the natural lan

guage as a source of attributes for a scienrific tax

onomy. This work. beginning with the extrac

tion of all personality-relevant terms from the

dictionary, has generally been guided by the lexi

cal hypothesis see John, Angleirner, & Osten

dorf, 1988; Saucier & Goldberg, 199Gb. The

lexical hypothesis posits that most of the socially

relevant and salient personality characteristics

have become encoded in the natural language

e.g., Allport, 1937. Thus, the personality vo

cabulary contained in the dictionaries of a natu

ral language provides an extensive, yet finite, set

of attributes that the people speaking that lan

guage have found important and useful in their

daily interactions Goldberg, 1981,

Allport and Odbert's I'sycholexcal

Stttdy Traits, States, Activities,

and Evaluations

Following Batimgarten's 1933 work in Ger

man, Allport and Odbert 1936 conducted a

seminal lexical study of the personality-relevant

terms in an unabridged English dictionary. They

included all the terms that could be used to "dis

tinguish the behavior of one human being from

that of another" p. 24 Their complete liar

amounted to almost 18,000 terms. At the time,

the staggering size of this list seemed "like a se

mantic nightmare" Allport, 1937, pp. 353-
354. Allporr and Odberr thought that organiz

ing these thousands of personality attributes into

a satisfactory taxonomy would keep psycholo

gists "at work for a life time" 1936, p. vi. In

deed, this task has occupied personality psy

chologists for more than 60 years, For detailed

reviews of the history of the lexical approach, see

John etal,, 1988; John, 1990.

Allport and Odbert 1936 tried to bring

some order to the semantic nightmare they had

created. What kinds of person descriptors are in

cluded in the dictionary? Aliport and Odberr

identified four major categories. The first cate

gory included personality traits e.g., sociable,

aggressive, and fearful, which they defined as

"generalized and personalized determining ten

denciescotssistent and stable modes of an indi

vidual's adjustment to his environment" p. 26.

The second category included temporary states,

moods, and activities, such as afraid, rejoicing,

and elated, The third category consisted of

highly evaluative judgments of personal conduct

and reputation, such as excellent, worthy, aver

age, and irritating. Although these terms presup

pose some traits within the itidividual, they do

nor indicate the specific attributes that gave rise

to the individual's evaluation by others or by so

ciety in general. The last category included

physical characteristics, capacities and talents,

terms of doubtful relevance to personality, and

terms that could not be assigned to any of the

other three categories.

Norman 1967 subsequently elaborated All-

port and Odberr's initial classification and di

vided the domain into seven content categories:

stable "hiophysical" traits, temporary states, ac

tivities, social roles, social effects, evaluative

terms, anatomical and physical terms, as well as

ambiguous and obscure terms not considered

useful for personality descriptive pisrposes

These categories illustrate that the personality
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lexicon in the natural language includes a wealth

of concepts. Individuals can be described by

their enduring traits e.g., irrascible, by the in

ternal states they typically experience fririous,

by the physical stares they endure trembling, by

the activities they engage in screaming, by the

efficts they have on others Frightening, by

the roles they play murderer, and by social

evaluations of their conduct unacceptable, bad.

Moreover, individuals differ in their anatomical

and morphological characteristics short and in

the personal and societal evaluations attached to

these appearance characteristics cute.

Both Allport and Odbert 1936 and Norman

1967 classified the terms culled from the dic

tionary into mutually exclusive categories. An

inspection of the classifications quickly shows

that the categories overlap and have firzzy

boundaries, leading some researchers to con

clude that distinctions between classes of person

ality descriptors are arbitrary and should be

abolished Mien & Potkay, 1981. In contrast,

Chaplin, John, and Goldberg 1988 argued for

a prototype conception in which each category is

defined in terms of its clear cases rather than its

boundaries; category membership need not be

discrete but can be defined as continuous.

Chaplin and colleagues 1988 applied this pro.

totype conception to traits, states, and activities.

Although the classification of a few descriptors

was difficult, the core of each category was dis

tinct from the others and could be differentiated

by a set of conceptually derived attributes. Pro

totypical states were seen as temporary, brief, and

externally caused. Prototypical traits were seen as

stable, long lasting, and internally caused, and

needed to be observed more frequently and

across a wider range of situations than states be

fore they were attributed to an individual. These

findings closely replicated the earlier classifica

tions and continued that the conceptual defini

tions of traits and states are widely shared.

Identifring the Major Dimensions

of Personality Description:

Cattdll's Early Efforts

Allpors and Odbert's 1936 classifications pro

vided some initial structure for the personality

lexicon. However, to be of practical value, a tax

onomy must provide a systematic framework for

distinguishing, ordering, and naming individual

differences in people's behavior and experience

John, 1989. Aiming for such a taxonomy, Cat-

tell 1943 used the Mlport and Odbert list as a

starting point for his multidimensional model of

personality structure. Because the size of that list

was too overwhelming for research purposes,

Cattell 1943, 1945a, l945b began with the

subset of 4,500 trait terms. Most taxonotnic re

search has focused on the personality trait cate

gory although the other categories are no less im

portant. For example, the emotional-state and

social-evaluation categories have recently received

considerable attention Almagor, Tellegen &

Walter, 1995; Benet-Martinez & Wallet, 1997.

Using both semantic and empirical clustering

procedures as well as his own reviews of the per

sonological literature available at the time for

reviews, see John et al., 1988; John, 1990, Cat-

tell reduced the 4,500 trait terms to a mere 35

variables. That is, Cattell eliminated more than

99% of the terms Allport 1937 had so tena

ciously defended. This drastic reduction was dic

tated primarily by the data-analytic limitations

of his time, which made factor analyses of large

variable sets prohibitively costly and complex.

Using this small set of variables, Cattell con

ducted several oblique factor analyses and con

cluded that he had identified 12 personality fac

tors, which eventually became part of his 16

Personality Factors I6PF questionnaire Cat-

tell, Eber, & Tatsuoka, 1970.

Cattell also claimed that his factors showed

excellent correspondence across methods, such

as self-reports, ratings by others, and objective

tests; however, these claims have not gone un

questioned e.g., Becker, 1960; Nowakowska,

1973. Moreover, reanalyses of Cattell's own cor

relation matrices by others have not confirmed

she number and nature of the factors he pro

posed e.g., Tupes & Christal, 1961'. Digman

and Takemoto-Chock 1981 concluded that

Cartell's "original model, based on the unfortu

nate clerical errors noted here, cannot have been

correct' p. 168, although the second-order fac

tors of the I 6PF show some correspondence be

tween Cattell's system and the subsequently de

rived Big Five dimensions.

THE BIG FIVE FACTORS IN

PERSONALITY TRAIT RATINGS

Discovery of the Big Five in Canell's

Variable List

Carrell's pioneering work, and the availability nf

a relatively short list of variables, stimulated

other resesrchen to examine the dimensional

structure of trait ratings. Several investigators

were involved in the discovery and clarification

of the Big Five dimensions. Fiske 1949 con

structed much simplified descriptions from 22

of Cattell's variables; the factor structures de

rived from self-ratings, ratings by peers, and rat

ings by psychological staff members were highly

similar and resembled what would be later

known as the Big Five. To clarify these factors,

Tupes and Christal 1961 reanalyzed correla

tion matrices from eight different samples,

ranging from airmen with no more than high

school education to first-year graduate students,

and included ratings by peers, supervisors

teachers, or experienced clinicians in settings as

diverse as military training courses and sorority

houses. In all the aisalyses. Tupes and Christal

found "five relatively strong and recurrent fac

tors and nothing more of any consequence"

l96l,p. 14.

This five-factor structure has been replicated

by Norman 1963, Borgatta 1964, and Dig-

man and Takemoto-Chock 1981 in lists de

rived from Cattell's 35 variables. These factors

are typically labeled:

I. Extravenion or Surgency talkative, asser

tive, energetic

II. Agreeableness good-natured cooperative,

trustful

Ill. Conscientiousness orderly, responsible.

dependable

IV. Emotional Stability versus Neuroncism

calm, not neurotic, not easily upset

V. Intellect or Openness intellectual, imagina

tive, independent-minded

These factors eventually became kssown as the

"Big Five" Goldberg, 1981-a title chosen not

to reflect their intrinsic greatness hut to empha

size that each of these factors is extremely broad.

Thus, the Big Five structure does not imply that

personality differences can be reduced to only

five traits. Rather, these five dimensions repre

sent personality at the broadest level of abstrac

tion, and each dimension summarizes a Large

number of distinct, more specific personality

characteristics.

Testing the Big Five in a Comprehensive

Set of English Trait Terms

After a period of dormancy during the 1970s

and early 1980s, research on the Big Five, and

on issues of personality structure more generally.

has increased dramatically since the mid-l980s.

Factor structures resembling the Big Five were

identified in isomerous sets of variables e.g.,

Botwin & Buss, 1989; Conley, 1985; Dc Raad,

Mulder, Kloosterman, & Hofstee, 1988; Dig-

man & lnouye, 1986; Field & Millsap, 1991;

Goldberg. 1981. 1990; John, 1990; McCrae &

Costa, 1985c, 1987; Peabody & Goldberg,

1989; Saucier & Goldberg, l996a. However, a

nunsher of these studies were influenced by

Cattell's selection of variables Block, 1995,

making it important to test the comprehensive

ness and generality of the Big Five in more com

prehensive variable sets. To update the .Allporr

and Odhert list and to rectify the imperfections

of Cartell's reduction steps, Norman 1967

compiled an exhaustive list of personality de

scriptive terms, which he sorted into 75 seman

tic categories. Goldberg 1990; see also 1981,

1982 used this list to clarify the nature and

composition of these broad factors and to rest

their stability and generalizability across meth

odological variations and data sources. Using

Norman's 1967 listing, Goldberg 1990 con

structed an inventory of 1,710 trait adjectives

that participants could use to rate their own per

sonality. He then scored Norman's semantic

categories as scales and factor analyzed their in

tercorrelarions in the self-rating data. The first

five factors represented the Big Five and repli

cated across a variety of different methods of fac

tor extraction and rotation. Moreover, Goldberg

1990 demonstrated that the first five factors re

mained virtually invariant when more than five

were rotated.

To ensure independence from any a priori

classification. Goldberg 1990 conducted two

additional studies using abbreviated sets of

more common terms. In one study, Goldberg

obtained self and peer ratings of 475 very com

mon trait adjectives which he had grouped into

131 sets of "tight synonym" clusters. En four

samples, the five-factor structures were very

sinsilar to each other and to the structure ob

tained in the more comprehensive list of 1,710

terms, and the results in the self-rating data

were virtually indistinguishable from those

in the peer ratings. Most important. how

ever, were the results from the search for repli

cable additional factors, In a more recent

study. Saucier and Goldberg 1996a selected

435 trait adjectives rated by subjects as

highly familiar terms; a factor analysis of these

adjectives closely replicated the Big Five. Fur

thermore, a thorough search for factors be

yond the Big Five showed that the Big Five
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were rhe only consistently replicable factors

Saucier, 1997.

Assessing the Rig Five with Teak

Descriptive Adjectives

Goldberg 1990, 1992 distilled his extensive

raxonomic findings into several published adjec
tive lists, One of them is a 50-item instrument

using the so-called "transparent format" Gold

berg, 1992, which is excellent for instructional

purposes Pervin & John, 1997. For each factor,

this measure presents 10 bipolar adjective scales

e.g., quiet-talkative grouped together under

the factor name, thus making the constructs be

ing measured transparent to the research parrici

pants. The list used more commonly in research

is the set of 100 unipolar trait descriptive adjec

tives TDA. Goldberg 1992 conducted a se

ties of factor analytic studies to develop and

refine the TDA as an optimal representation of

the five-factor space in English, selecting for

each Big Five scale only those adjectives that

uniquely defined that factor. These scales have

impressively high. internal consistency, and their

factor structure is easily replicated.2

Another adjectival tswasure of the Big Five

was developed by Wiggins 1995: Trapnell &

Wiggins, 1990. In his 20-year program of re

search on the interpersonal circurtsplex, Wiggins

1979 has used personality trait adjectives ro

elaborate both the conception and the measure

ment of the two major dimensions of iisterper

sonal behavior, Dominance or Agetscv and

Nurturance or Conamursion, Noting that the

first dimension closely resemhles the Extraver

sion factor in the lEg Five, and she second di

mension the Agreeahletsess factor, Wiggins ex

tended his cireumplex scales by adding adjecrive

measures for she other three of the Big Five fac

tors Trapnell & Wiggins, 1990. The resulting

Interpersonal Adjective Scales Wiggins, 1995

have excellent reliabiliries and converge well

with other measures; they have been used by re

searchers who want to measure the specific

xtanrs of the interpersonal circle as well as the

Big Five.

The circumplex approach has also been ap

shed to a perennial problem in lexical research

so personality factors. One important task is to

pd1 out, with much more precision, those char

icterissics that fall its the funy regions between

he factors. Using 10 two-dimensional circum

dexes, Hofsree, Dc Raad, and Goldberg 1992

iave devised a novel empirical approach ro rep-

resent the space formed by each pair of factors.

This approach specifies facets that reflect various

combinations of two factors. lie facets differ in

whether they are more closely related to one or

the other factor. For example, there are two fac

ets that reflect high Agreeableness and high

Conscientiousness, but they differ in which of

the two factors is given prominence. Thus, the

responsibility facet represents agreeable Conscien.

riousnesa, whereas the cooperation facet repre

sents conscientious Agreeableness Hofstee,

IKiers, Dc Raad, Goldberg, & Ostendorf, 1997.

Cross-Language and

Cross-Cultural Studies

The results reviewed so far suggest that the Big

Five structure provides a replicable repre

seoration of the major dimensions of trait de

scription in English. The five-factor structure

seems to generalize reliably across different types

of samples, raters, and merhodological variations

when comprehensive sets of variables are fac

tored. Generalizabiliry across languages and cul

tures is another important criterion for evaluat

ing personality tax000mies John, Goldberg, &

Angleirner, 1984.

Taxonomic research in other languages and

cultures can determine the useftilness of a tax

onomy across cultural contexts and test for uni

versals and variations in the encoding of indi

vidual differences across languages and cultures

Goldberg, 1981. The existence of cultural

universals would be consistent with an evolu

tionary interpretation of the way individual dif

ferences have become encoded as persooalisy

categotses into the natural language: If the rasks

most central to human survival are universal,

the most important individual differences, and

the terms people use to label these individual

differences, would be universal as well Buss,

1996; Hogan, 1983; see also Buss, Chapter 2,
this volume. Similarly, if cross-cultural research

reveals a culturally specific dimension, variation

on that dimension islay be unisuely important

within the particular social context of that cul

ture Yang & fond, 1990.

Although central from the vantage point of

the lexical approach, cross-language research is

difficult and expensive to conduct, and until the

l99Os it was quite tare. In she initial compre

hensive saxonornic studies, English was the lan

guage of choice, primarily because the tax000m-

ers were American for reviews, see John er al,

1984; John eta1., 1988.

Initial Studies in Dutch and German

The first two non-English taxonomy projects

involved Dutch and German, languages closely

related to Eisglish. The Dutch project has been

carried out by l-lofstee, Dc Raad, and their col

leagues at the University of Groningen in the

Netherlands Dc Raad, Mulder, Kloosterman,

& Hofsree, 1988; Hofsree eral,, 1997; see also

Dc Raad, Perugini, et a!-, 1998, for reviews.

The conclusions from the Dutch projecrs are

generally consistent with those from the Ameri

can English research: Only five factors were rep

licable across different selections of trait adjec

tives and across different subject samples. Those

five factors wete similar to the English Big

Five, although in Dutch the fifth factor empha

sizes Unconventionality and Rebelliousness

rather than Intellect and Imagination as found

in English.

The dictionary-based German taxonomy pro

ject was begun in Bielefeid by Angleirner, Osren

dorf, and John 1990, who carried out a "psy

cholexical" study of the German personality

vocabulary. Their study was explicitly based on

the prototype conception and improved on rhe

earlier studies of English in several respects. In

particular, 10 independent judges classified all

the terms, thus providing a continuous measure

of prorotypicality and an assessment of the reli

ability and validity of the judgments. The result

ing German personality lexicon is more conven

ient to use than the unwieldy Ailport and

Odberr lists because continuous prorotypicaliry

values are available for each term in 13 different

content categories. TItus, it is easy to select sub

sets of prototypical traits, states, social evalu

ations, and so on from she total pon1 for furthes

studies. Angleitner and colleagues' 1990 re

search served as a blueprint for several raxo

nomic efforts in other languages.

Osrendorf 1990 selected the most proto

typical trait adjectives from the German taxon

omy, and his factor analyses of about 450 traits

yielded the clearest replication of the Big Five

so far. En addition to the prototypical traits rep

resenting the distillation of the German rrair

lexicon, Osrendorf also included German ttans

lations of several English Big Five instruments.

Thus, Ostendorf's study is a good exansple of

the combined emic-etic design, which allows

researchers to esrablish empirically the similar-

ivy of indigenous emic factnts to the factors

translated from other languages and cultures

eric. Correlational analyses allowed Ostendorf

to denionstrate substantial convergence be-

rween the emic German dimensions and the eric

Big Five measures in the same sample of German

subjects.

However, this combined emic-etic strategy is

difficttlt to implement and nor consistently used

in research. Thus, conclusions about factor

similarity are often made by "eyeballing" the

item content of the factors in the indigenous

language and comparing it to the typical factor

definitions in English. That leaves much leeway

to the investigators in "seeing" a &cror that an

other investigator might not see. For example,

the Hebrew factor defined primarily by traits

such as sophisticated, sharp, knowledgeable, ar

ticulate, and impressive would lead some re

searchers to see an Intellect factor, whereas Al

sssagor and colleagues 1995 interpreted it as

Positive Valence,

Undsrestirnating Cross-Language Congruence

One of the difficulties in cross-Language research

involves translations. Often, researchers working

within their indigenous language have to trans

late their concepts into English to communicate

their findings and much slippage occurs in the

translation process. For example, one wonden

why "temperamental" was a definer of Extra-

version in German until one sealiaes that the

German trait was probably temperamentvol4

which ha.s nothing to do with temper but means

"fit11 of Life and energy," as in vivacious. Simi

larly, J3-izzante translated as sparkling was

not related to brilliant intellect, but instead

seems to mean something like the English word

"bubbly."

An initial study of German-English bilin

guals, which provided support for cross-lan

guage generalixability John et al., 1984,

directly addressed the issue of translation equiva

lence. The unique advantage of the bilingual de

sign is that sample differences can he controlled

and that translation checks can be made at the

level of individual items because the same sub

ject provides descriptions in both languages see

also Bener-Martinez & John, 1998. Using a

careful back-translation procedure, John and

colleagues 1984 found acceptable levels of

translation equivalence between English and

German trait adjectives, with a mean correlation

of .52 across a two-week interval between ad

ministrations. However, several translations

proved to be inadequate, with item-translation

correlations approaching zero. These findings

suggest that misrranslations that cannot be
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detected in monolingual investigations will lead

to severe underesrimations of cross-language

generality.

To permit empirical estimates of factor simi

larity across monolingual investigations, Hof

stee, Dc Raad, and their colleagues have used

translations of terms as a way to compare factor

solutions across languages. For example, Hof

stee and colleagues 1997 identified 126 words

that they could translate across previous lexical

studies in English, Dutch, and German and

used them to assess factor congruence coeffi

cients among all pairs of factors in the three lan

guages. Their findings are illuminating in that

they showed considerable congruence across

these three Germanic languages. `With the ex

ception of the fifth factor in Dutch and English,

the pairwise congruence coefficients all ex

ceeded .70. Strangely, the authors interpreted

these levels of cross-language congruence as

"disappointing" Hofstee et al., 1997, p. 27.

This interpretation contradicts Ostcndorf's

1990 own conclusions, which were drawn

from the etnic-cric comparisons in his well-

designed study.

We are mote optimistic about these findings.

The empirically observed levels of factor congru

ence reported by Hofstee and colleagues 1997

can be interpreted only if one assumes that the

translations are perfectly equivalent and that the

factor structures in each language are perfectly

stable. What happens when we correct the cross-

language congruence coefficients at least for the

imperfect reliability of the factor structures re

ported by Hofstee and colleagues? The corrected

English-German congruence coefficients range

from .84 to .93, impressive values given that

they arc not corrected for the imperfect transla

tions; moreover, the correspondence for the fifth

factor was .93, suggesting that the intellect!

Openness factor was defined almost identically

in English and German. The corrected English-

Dutch and German-Dutch congruence coeffi

cients were very similar to each other, and sug

gested the same conclusions: Congruence was

substantial for the first four factors .88 to .97
but not the fifth .50 to .53. In short, our reex

amination suggests that translation-based com

parisons across languages are heuristically useful

but should not be interpreted in terms of abso

lute effect sizes. These results also suggest that

the fifth factor in Dutch is defined differently En

the other two languages, and explanations for

this finding need to he sought.

Ru/es for including Trait Descnestors in

Taxonomic Studies

In all likelihood, some 0f the differences ob

served among the factor structures in the three

languages also result from the different inclusion

rules followed by the taxonomy teams. The se

lection criterion used by the Dutch researchers

favored terms related to temperament, excluded

terms related to intellect, talents, and capacities,

and included a number of extremely negative

evaluative terms, such as perverse, sadistic, and

criminal. The German team explicitly included

intellect and talent descriptors but omitted atti

tudes and evaluative terms, which were included

as categories separate from traits. Finally, the

American English taxonomy tneluded attitudi

nal terms such as liberal, progresstve, and pro

vincial, along with a number of intellect terms.

Given the diverse tange of traits related to the

fifth factor, it is less surprising that the German

and English factors shared the intellect compo

nents, whereas the Dutch factor included some

imagination-related traits e.g., inventive, origi

nal, imaginative but otherwise emphasized un

conventionality and was thus interpreted in

itially as a "Rebelliousness" factor, An Italian

taxonomy Caprara & Perugini, 1994 found a

similar fifth factor interpreted as Unconvention

ality: Not surprisingly, these Italian researchers

had followed the Dutch selection procedures

rather than the German procedures, which

would have represented more Intellect terms in

the taxonomy.

Szitmak and Dc Raad 1994 examined Hun

garian personality descriptors and found strong

support for the first four of the Big Five but

failed to obtain a factor resembling the fifth of

the Big Five; instead, when they forced a five-

factor solution, the Agreeableness factot split

into two factors, An Intellect/Openness factor

emerged only when six factors were rotated.

Again, this finding may be due to the selection

rules that included a "trait versus state rating."

Evia'ince in Non- Gennanic Languages

The personality lexicon has recently been stud-

ed in a wide range of additional laisguages, such

as Chinese Yang & Bond, 1990, Czech Hre

hickova & Ostendorf, 1995, Hebrew Almagor

et al., 1995, Hungarian Szirmak & Dc Raad,

1994, Italian Dc Raad, Di Bias, & Perugini.

1998, Polish Szarora, 1995, Russian Slsmel

yov & Pokhilko, 1993, and Turkish Somer &

Goldberg, 1999. A recent review Dc Raad, Pe

rugini, et al., 1998 has compared nsaisy of the

European studies, using translations rts estimate

factor similarity quantitatively. Most generally,

factors similar to the Big Five have been found

in tnany other languages but often, more than

five factors needed to be rotated and sometimes

two indigenous factors corresponded to one of

the Big Five. Overall, the evidence is least com

pelling for the fifth factor, which appears in vari

ous guises, ranging from pure Intellect in Ger

man to Unconventionality and Rebelliousness

in Dutch and Italian.

Extensions into cultures different from the In

dustrialized West have also begun to appear.

Whereas early studies used translations of

English-language measures Bond, 1979,

1983; Bond & Forgas, 1984; Bond, Nakazaro,

& Shiraishi, 1975; Gurhrie & Bennett, 1971;

Nakazaro, Bond, & Shiraishi, 1976; White,

1980, more recent studies have used emic and

combined emic-etic designs. For example, ex

tensive studies of Filipino samples have provided

some support for the generality of the Big Five

Church & Karighak, 1989; Church, Reyes, Ka

tigbak, & Grimm, 1997. Church and Katigbak

1989 had subjects generate behavioral exem

plars, and Church and colleagues 1997 derived

a comprehensive list of personality descriptors

following the methods proposed by the German

taxonomy team. Both studies suggest that the

structure of the Filipino personality lexicois is

quite similar to the Big Five, although more than

five factors needed to he extracted to produce all

of the Big Five dimensions. As the authors cau

tion, "thu does nor mean that there are no

unique concepts in either language. However, at

a higher level of generality, similar structural di

mensions emerge" Chtirch & ICarighak, 1989,

p. 868.

Bond and collaborators Yang & Bond, 1990;

Yik & Bond, 1993 have recently followed up

on their earlier etic work in Chinese. They drew

their emic items from free descriptions and from

indigenous personality questionnaires. By in

cluding translations of Big Five marker items

from English, they were able to use regression

analyses to compare the emic factor space with

the eric i.e., imported Big Five. Their results

suggest that although the Chinese language dtses

not cleanly reproduce the English Big Five and

several differences remain, the indigenous Chi

nese dimensions do overlap considerably with

the Big Five dinsensions.

In summary, the cross-language research sug

gests that the Big Five can be replicated in Ger

manic laisguages. The evidence for non-Western

languages and cultures is more complex, and

Factor V generally shows the weakest replicabil

ity. Thus, strong conclusions about the linguistic

universality of the lexically derived Btg Five

would be premature. Most generally; we agree

with Dc Raad, Perugini, and colleagues 1998

who concluded that the findings in seven lan

guages support "the general contours of tIle Big

Five model as the best working hypothesis of an

omnipresent trait structure" p. 214.

THE BIG FIVE IN PERSONALITY

QUESTIONNAIRES

`While researchers in the lexical tradition were

accumulating evidence for the Big Five, the need

for an integrative framework became more press

hag among researchers who studied personality

with questionnaire scales, joint factor analyses of

questionnaires developed by different investiga

tors had shown that rwo broad dimensions, Ex

traversion and Neuroricism, appear in one form

or another in most personality invenrories. Be

yond these "Big Two" Wiggins, 1968, however,

tlse various questionnaire-based models had

shown few signs of convergence. For example,

Eysenck 1991 observed that "Where we have

literally hundreds of inventories incorporating

thousands of traits, largely overlappiisg but also

cnnraining specific variance, each empirical find

ing is strictly speaking only relevant to a specific

trait. . . . This is not the way to build a unified

scienttfic discipline" p. 786.

Costa and McCrae's Research

The situation began to change in the early 1980s

when Costa and McCrae were developing the

NEO Personality Inventory eventually publish

ed In 1985 to meastire three broad personality

dimensions: Neuroricism, Extraversion, and

Openness to Expeneisce. Costa and McCrae

1976 had begun their work with cluster analy

ses of the 16PF Carrell, [her, & Tarsuoka, 1970

which, as we described above, ortgitiated ifs Cat

rell's early lexical work. `[heir analyses again

yielded the ubiquitous Exrraversion and Neuroti

cism dimens'totss, but also coisvinced Costa and

McCrae of the importance of Openness, which

originated from several of Cattell's primary fac

tors e.g., imaginative, experimenting.
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In 1983 Costa and McCrae realized that
their NED system closely resembled three of
the Big Five facrors, but did not encompass
traits in the Agreeableness and Conscientious
ness domains. They therefore extended their
model with preliminary scales measuring
Agreeableness and Conscientiousness. In sev
eral studies, McCrae and Costa 1985b,
1985c, 1987 demonstrated that their five

questiortrsaire scales converged with adjective-
based measures of the Big Five, although their
conceprion of Openness teemed broader than
the Inrellect or Imagination factor emerging
from rhe lexical analyses Saucier & Goldberg,
1996a. A series of influential papers showed
that these five factors could also be recovered
in various other personality questionnaires, as
well as in sell-ratings on Block's 1961/1978
California Adult Q-set see Costa & McCrae,
1992; McCrae & Costa, 1990.

The Revised NEO Personality Inventory

The initial NEO Personality Inventory Costa &
McCrae, 1985 included scales to measure six
facets of Neuroticism, Exrraversion, and Open
ness hut did nor include any facer scales for the
newly added Agreeableness and Conscientious
ness, In 1992, Costa and McCrae published the
240-item NEO Personality Inventory, Revised
NEO Pl-R; Costa & McCrae, 1992, which
permits differentiated measurement of each Big
Five dimension in terms of six specific facets per
factor Costa & McCrae, 1995. Table 4.1 shows
the six facets defining each of the factors, as well
as a highly correlated n'air atijective ro illrisrrare
the links with the lexical research. The NEO PT
R was developed in samples of middle-aged and

older adults, using both factor analytic and mul
timethod validational procedures of test con
struction. [`he scalcs have shown substantial in-

ternal consistency, temporal stability, wd con

vergent and discritninarst validit against spouse

and peer ratings Costa & McCrae, 1992

McCrae & Costa, 1990. Moreover, the factor

structure of the 30-facet scales replicates very

closely in a broad range of languages and cul

rures McCrae & Costa, 1997,

For many research applications, the NED P1-

R is rather lengthy. To provide a shorter measure.

Cotta and McCrae 1992 developed the 60-

item NEO-FFI, an abbreviated version based on

an item factor analysis of the 1985 version of the

NED P1 Costa & McCrae, 1985. The 12-item

scales of the FE! include the items that loaded

highest on each of the five Eacrors in that analy

sis. The item content of the scales was adjusred

somewhat to ensure adequate content coverage

of tlse facets; however, these scales do not equally

represent each of the six facets defining each fac

tor. For example, the Agreeableness scale in

cludes five items from the Altruism facet, three

from Compliance, two from Trust, one from

Tender-Mindedness, one from Straightforward

ness, and none from Modesty. The reliabilities

reported in the manual Costa & McCrae,

1992 are adequate, with a mean of .78 across

the five scales. The NEO-FFI scales are substan

tially correlated with the NEO P1-k scales, sug

gesting that they inherit a substantial portion of

the validity of the longer scales.

A PROTOTYPE APPROACH

TO DEFINING THE BIG FIVE

ACROSS STUDIES

So far, we have reviewed both Goldberg's 1990

lexically based research and Costa and McCrae's

1992 questionnaire-based research on the Big

Five. Despite these extensive studies, the Big Five

structure has nor been accepted isa a raxonomic

superstructure by all researchen in the field e.g.,

Block, 1995; Eysenck, 1992, 1997; McAdams,

1992; Pervin, 1994. One problem, it seems, is

the perception that there is no single Big Five,

which is evident in suestions such as "which Big

Five?" or "whose Big Five?" John, 1989. Fot ex

ample, across studies the Extraversion factor has

appeared as confident self-expression, surgency,

assertiveness, social extraversion, and power

see John, 1990, Table 3.1. Agreeableness has

been labeled social adaptability likability,

friendly compliance, agreeableness, and love.

The Conscientiousness factor has appeared un

der the names dependability, task interest, will

Ill

to achieve, impulse control, and work. Neuroti

cism versus Emotional Stability has also been

called emotionality, ego strength vs. anxiety,

dominant-assured, satisfaction, and affect. Fi

nally, Openness has also been labeled inquiring

intellect, culture, intelligence, intellect, intellec

trial interests, and inrellecrance.

Of course, some variation from study to study

is to be expected sth dimensions as broad and

inclusive as the Big Five. Differences in factor so

lutions are likely to arise when researchers differ

in the variables they include, thus representing

different parts of the factot's total range of mean

ing. Moreover, researchers differ in their prefer

ences for factor labda even when the factor con

tent is quite similar. The fact that the labels

differ does not necessarily mean that the factors

are different, too, Thus, there may he more com

monality than nseets the eye.

A prototype approach may help identif' these

commonalities across studies. Natural categories

typically have fuzzy and partially overlapping

definitions Rosch, 1978, and the Big Five are

no exception. Fuzzy categories may still be useful

if they can he defined in terms of prototypical

exemplars. Similarly, the Big Five may be de

fined with prototypical traits that occur consis

tently across studies,

How might one integrate the findings from a

large and varied set of factor analytic investiga

tions, each using somewhat different sets of vari

ables, analytic procedures, arid factor interpreta

tions? One approach is to conceprually map the

five dimensions into a common language. To ab

stract the common elements in these findings,

john 1989, 1990 used human judges, and the

300 terms included in the Adjective Check List

ACL; Cough & l-leilbrun, 1983 served as the

standard language.

Conceptually Derived Prototype

Descriptions 0f the Big Five

A set of 10 judges first formed a detailed under

standing of the big Five dimensions by review

ing the factor solutions and interpretations of all

the important artides published on the Big Five

by that time. The judges then independently

sorted each of the 300 items in the ACL into

one of the Big Five domains, or, if that was not

possible, inro a sixth "orher" category. lnterudge

agreement was substantial; coefficient alpha reli

abilities ranged from .90 for Factor IV to .94 for

Factor V, suggesting that the raters had formed a

consensually shared understanding of the five di-

Chapter 4. The Beg Five Traie Taxonomy

TABLE 4.1. Cotta and McCrae's 19921 NF.O PI-R facets

Big Five dimensions Facet and cortelated trait adective

E Extraverston versus Gregariousness sociable
intreivertion Assettiveness forceful

Activity' energetic

Eacstemenr-seelcing adventurous

Positive emotions enthusiastic

Warmth outgoing

A Agreeablenessvetsus l'rust fotgivingi
antagonism Straightiorwardtsess not demanding

Altruism warm

Compliance not stubborn

Modesty nor shots-off

Tender-mindedness sympathetic
C Conscientiousness versus Competence efficient

lack oldirection Order organised

Dutifulness not careless

Achievement striving ihorosigh

Self-discipline nor lazy

Deliberation nor impulsive

N Nesaroticism tarsus Anaiety tense
emotional stabilirs' Angry hostility irtitahlt

Depression not contented

Self-consciousness shy

Impulsiveness moody'

Veilnenbility not self-confident
0 Openness venus Ideas cerious

dosedness to experience Fantasy imaginative

Aesthetics artistic

Actions wide intetesrs

Feelings exciiable

Values unconventissnal

5These traits from the Adjes-cee Check For l,s,ed in toeeorhescs jijliosvs'ng each facet cstrr l,ited stsbsta"tLa lv ss'ith ,csresostlsai
facet an a siudv ofseif-ratings Costa & McCrae. i 991, p. 4'5L
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mensions. As shown in Table 42, 112 of the 300

ACL terms were assigned to one of the Big Five

with almost perfect agreement it, by at least

90% of the judges. These terms form a rela
tively narrow, or "core," definition of the five
factors because they indude only those traits

that appeared consistently across studies.

As with any rationally constructed measure, the

validity of these categorizations must tested em
pirically. The results from a factor analysis of the

112 terms are also induded in Table 4.2. If the in

itial prototypes adequately capture the composi

tion of the Big Five, the 112 terms should dearly

define five factors, and each term should load only

on its respective factor. Most research on the Big

Five has been based on self- and peer ratings, typi

cally by college students. This study used judg

ments by psychologists based on intensive observa-

ions and interviews, thus resting the degree to

which the Big Five can capture the personality

judgsnents formulated by psychologists and ad

dressing the crirkism that the Big Five merely cap

tures the personality conceptions of lay persons

Block, 1995.

Validation of the Prototypes in

Observer Data

The ACL was initially developed at the Institute

of Personality Assessment and Research now the

Institute of Personality and Social Research, or

IPSR in Berkeley California, as a procedure to

help staff members describe the personalities of

individuals examined in assessment programs

Cough & Neilbrun, 1983, p. 1. John 1990

used a sample of 140 men and 140 women who

had participated in groups of 10 to 15 in one of

the IPSR assessment weekends. As each subject

had been described on the ACL by 10 staff tnem

bers, a factor analysis using these aggregated ob

server judgments could be performed. The van-

max rotated factor loadings, shown in Table 4.2

for each adjective for its hypothesized factor, pro

vide a compelling confirmation of the initial pro

totypes. With one exception, each item loaded

on irs hypothesized factor in the expected direc

don; for 98 of the 112 items the highest loading

was also on that factor, and most of the loadings

were substantial.

Note that the items defining each of the fac

tots cover a broad range of content. For exam

ple, the Exrravenion factor includes traits such

as active, adventurous, assertive, dominant, ener

getic, enthusiastic, outgoing, sociable, and show

off In light of the enormous breadth of the five

factors, the heterogeneity of the previous factor

labels is more easily understood. Different inves

tigators have focused on different components,

or facets, of the total range of meaning sub

sumed by each factor. In this study, the Extraver

sion factor includes at least five distinguishable

components: Activity level active, energetic,

Dominance assertive, forcefl.iI, bossy, Sociabil

ity outgoing, sociable, talkative, Expressiveness

adventurous, outspoken, noisy, show-off, and

Positive emotionality enthusiastic, spunky.

Note that these five components are similar to

five of the six facets Costa and McCrae 1992

included in their definition of the Extraversion

domain-Activity Assertiveness, Gregarious

ness, Excitement-seeking, and Positive Emo

tions, Their sixth facet, Warmth, is here consid

ered a component of Agreeableness Factor [1:

all 10 judges interpreted past research to imply

that Warmth is part of Factor 11, and the empiri

cal loading of .82 confirmed this interpretation.

In addition to Warmth affectionate, gentle,

warm, Factor 11 covers themes such as Tender-

Mindedness sensitive, kind, soft-hearted, sym

pathetic, Altruism generous, helping, praising,

and Trust trusting, forgiving, as contrasted

with Hostility, Criticality, and Distrust; again,

note the convergence with Costa and McCrae's

1992 facets. More generally, the definitions of

the Big Five in Table 4.2 seem to capture the

prototypical traits found in other studies.

The Prototypical Definition of Factor V:

Culture, Intellect, or Openness?

The findings in Table 4.2 also address a recur

rent issue in the literature, namely, how the fifth

factor should be defined. Most of the deviations

from the hypothesized structure marked by as

terisks in Table 4.2, involved Factor V. Many

items referring to aspects of culture i.e., civi

lized, polished, dignified, foresighted, logical

loaded more lsighly on Factor 111 Conscien

tiousness than on FactorY, thus flirrherdiscred

iring a Culture interpretation of Factor V The

items that did load substantially on the fifth fac

tor include both the "open" characteristics e.g.,

artistic, curious, original, wide interests high

lighted by McCrae and Costa l985b, 1985c

and the "intellectual" characteristics intelligent,

insightful, sophisticated emphasized by Dig-

man and Inouye 1981, Peabody and Goldberg

1989, and Goldberg 1990.

Now do these findings compare with other re

search? Goldberg's 1990, 1992 detailed lexical
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analyses suggest an interpretation closer ro Intel
lectual Interests or even Openness than to the
original interpretation as Culture Norman
1963. In Goldberg's 1990 factor analysis oi
Norman's 75 categories, Factor Vwas defined by
Originality, Wisdom, Objectivity, Knowledge,
Reflection, and Art, thus involving facets of
Openness related to ideas, fantasy, and aesthetics
Costa & MeCrae, 1992. When the 133 syno
nym clusters were factored, the two clusters la
beled Intellectuality intellecrual, contemplative,

medicative, philosophical, and introspective and
Creativity creative, imaginative, inventive, in
genious, innovative had the highest loadings,
followed by Intelligence, Versatility, Wisdom,

Perceptiveness, Art, Logic, Curiosity, and Non
conformity. The variables related to Cultural So
phistication cultured, refined, worldly, cosmo
politan, urbane did nor load consistently on
Factor V, and Dignity mannerly dignified, for

mal loaded more highly on Conscientiousness

than on Factor V. Nonconformity noncon

forming, unconventional, rebellious loaded
positively, and Conventionality traditional,

conventional, unprogressive loaded negatively
on Factor V in all four samples. These findings
are inconsistent with the Culture interpretation
and instead favor an Openness interpretation
McCrae, 1996, The finding that Unconven

rionality and Nonconformity load on Factor V is
also consistent with the definition of this factor
in Dutch and Italian De Raad, Perugini, er al.,
1998.

Indeed, Peabody and Goldberg 1989 con
cluded that the inirial interpretation of Tupes and

Christal's 1961 fifth factor as Culture was a his
torical accident. Peabody and Goldberg com

pared their representative variable selection with

Cartell' and found that his selection onderrepre

sented traits related to intellectual interests and

overrepresented traits related to Culrure. Even in
Norman's 1963 studies, only one of the four

variables included as a marker of Factor V was a

measure of Cultural Sophistication: "polished, re
fined versus crude, boorish," The other three

variables `Artistically sensitive versus insensi

tive"; `"Intellectual versus unreflective, narrow";

"Imaginative versus simple, direct" have more to

do with creativity, cognttive consplexity, and
broad interests i.e., Openness than wirh being

cultured, well-educated, and from an upper-class

background. In 1963 as nsuch as today, Factor V

seems to encompass a broad range of intellectual,

creative, and artistic inclinations, preferences, and

skills found foremost in highly original and crea

tive individuals Barton, 1968; Helson, 1967;
Gough, 1979; MacKinnon, 1965.

An alternative label for Factor V is Intellect.

For example, Peabody and Goldberg 1989 in
cluded both controlled aspects of intelligence
perceptive, reflective, intelligent and expressive

aspects imaginative, curious, broad-minded,

The Intellect interpretation emphasizes thinking

and reasoning but omits aspects of thought and
experience that reflect personal orientations and
attitudes, such as aesthetic and artistic interests,

nonconformity, and progressive values, Indeed,
the fifth factor is not a measure of intelligence,

and it has only small positive correlations with
measures of IQ and scholastic aptitude e.g.,
Helson, 1985; John, Caspi, Robiiss, Moffitt, &
Stouthamer.Loeber, 1994; McCrae & Costa,
l985c. Moving away from a narrow Intellect

interprerasion, Saucier 1994h has suggested

the label Imagination, which is somewhat closer

to Openness and emphasizes that fantasy, ideas,
and aesthetics, rather than intelligence, are most
central to this factor.

In our view, Intellect is one parr of a broader

personality factor that McCrae and Costa
1985b, 1987 have described as Openness to
Experience. Noiserheless, there is still some de
bate shout the best interpretation of the fifth
factor, and a special issue of the European Journal

of Personality was devoted to this topic see De
Raad, 1994.

The Big Five Inventory BR:
Measuring the Core Features of the

Big Five with Short Phrases

To address the need for a short instrument meas

uring the prototypical components of the Big
Five that are common across studies, John,
Donahue, and Kentle 1991 constructed the
Big Five Inventory SF1; see also Benet-Marrinex

& John, 1998. The 44-item BFI was developed

to represent the prototype definitions developed

through expert ratings and subsequent factor
analytic verificatiois in observer personality rat
ings see Table 4.2. The goal was to create a
brief inventory that would allow efficient and
flexible assessment of the five dimensions when

there is no need for more differentiated measure

ment of individual facets. There is nsuch to be
said in favor t,f brevity; as Burisch 1984 ob
served, "Short scales nor only save testing time,
hut also avoid subject boredom and fatigue -

there are subjects - . - from whom you won't get

any response if rise test looks too long" p. 219.

The SF1 does not use single adjectives as

items because such items are answered less con

sistently than when they are accompanied by

definitions or elaborations Goldberg & Milk

owski, 1985. Instead, the SF1 uses short phrases

based on the trait adjectives known to be proto

typical markers of the Big Five John, 1989.

1990. One or two prototypical trait adjectives

served as the item core to which elaborative,

clariiog, or contextual information was added.

For example, the Openness adjective "original"

became the BFl item "Is original, comes up with

new ideas," and the Conscientiousness adjective

"persevering" served as the basis for the item

"Perseveres until the task is finished." Thus the

BFI items which are reprinted here in the Ap

pendix retain the advantages of adjectival items

brevity and simplicity while avoiding some of

their pitfalls ambiguous or multiple meanings

and. salient desirability.

Although the SF1 scales include only eight to

ten items, they do nor sacrifice either conrenr

coverage or good psychometric properties. For

example, the nine-item Agreeableness scale in

cludes items related to at least five of the six fac

ets postulated by Costa and McCrae 1992-

namely, Trust forgiving, trusting, Altruism

helpful and unselfish, Compliance nor quar

relsome, Modesty not faultfinding with oth

ers, and Tender-Mindedness considerate and

kind. In U.S. and Canadian samples, the alpha

reliabilities of the SF1 scales typically range from

.75 to .90 and average above .80; three-month

test-retest reliabilities range from .80 to .90,

with a mean of .85. Validity evidence includes

substantial convergent and divergent relations

with other Big Five instruments as well as with

peer ratings.

MEASUREMENT: COMPARING

THREE BIG FIVE INSTRUMENTS

So far, we have discussed Goldberg's 1992

TDA, Costa and McCrae's 1992 NEO ques

tionnaires, and the SF1. In addition, a variety of

other measures are available to assess the Big Five

in English. Most of them were developed for

specific research applications. Digman e.g.,

1963, 1989 cossstrucred several different adjec

tive sets to srudy teacher ratings of personality in

children and adolescents. Big Five scales have

also been constructed using items from existing

instruments. For exampLe, John and colleagues

1994 developed scales to measure the Big Five

in adolescents using personality ratings on the

California Child Q-sorr obtained ftom their

mothers. In their behavior generic research,

Loehlin, McCrae, Costa, arid John 1998 used

Big Five scales specifically constructed from the

California Psychological Inventory Gough,

1987 and the Adjective Check [.isr Gough &

l-Ieilbrun, 1983. Anorher broad-band personal

ity inventory that provides scores for the Big Five

is the Hogan Personality Inventory Hogan,

1986. Extraversion is represented by the Socia

bility and Ambition scales, Agreeableness is rep

resented by Likeability, Conscientiousness by

Prudence vs. impulsivity, Neuroticism by low

scores on Adjustment, and Openness by Intel

lectance see Table 4.5 larer on in this chapter.

The availability of so many different insrrumenrs

to measure the Big Five makes clear that there is

no single instrument that represenrs the gold

standard.

Comparing the TDA, NEO-FFI, and BFI

In general, rhe NEO questionnaires represent

the best-validated Big Five measures in the ques

tionnaire tradition. Goldberg's 1992 100-item

TDA is the most commonly used measure con

sisting of single adjectives. Finally, the SF1 has

been used frequently in research settings in

which subject time is at a premium and the

short-phrase item format provides more context

than Goldberg's single adjective items but less

complexity than the sentence format used by the

NEO questionnaires.

Row well do these different Big Five measures

converge? Moreover, are the five dimensions re

ally independent? Critics have suggested that

some of the Big Five dimensioiss are highly inter-

correlated Block, 1995; Eysenck, 1992. How

high are these intercorrelarions, and do they in

volve the same dimensions across instruments?

A number of studies have reported on the psy

chometric characteristics of each instrument,

aisd a few studies have compared two instru

ments with each other e.g., Benet-Martinea &

John, 1998; Goldberg, 1992; McCrae & Costa,

1987. However, no published studies have

compared all three. To provide such a compari

son, we summarize findings from a large data set

of self-reports on all three measures. The sample

consisted of 462 undergraduates 61°/h female

at the University of California, Berkeley, who

completed the TDA, the NEO-FFI, and the

SF!. We analyzed the data in a mulritrait-mul

rimethod MTMM design in which the merh
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ods are three self-report Instruments rather than
different darn sources for a recent review, see
John & Bener-Martinez, in press.

Although we expected the convergent validi
ties across the three instruments to he substan
tial, we have already noted some subtle but
important differences In rhe definitions of Ex
traversion and Openness. The NEO definition
of Exrraversion in terms of six facets was already
in place before Costa and McCrae added do
main scales for Agreeableness and Conscien
tiousness in 1985 and facet scales for these two
facrors in 1992. The Warmth facet scale, in
zluded in Extraversion see Table 41, also cor
relates with their Agreeableness domain scale
Costa & McCtae, 1992. In contrast, Goldberg
1992 and John 1990 found that trait adjec
tives related to Warmth correlate more highly
*`ith Agreeableness than with Extraversion, sug
4esting that Wartssrh should be included on
kgreeableness see Table 4.2. The other pntcn
ia] difference involves the fifth factor. As de
icribed above, Goldberg 1992 interprets it as
Intellect or Imagination Saucier. 1992, thus
tmphasizing Openness to Ideas and ro Fanrasy
wet the orher four facets. Similarly, the SF1
penness scale does not include items related to
osra and McCrae's 1992 Values and Actions

cets. In college student samples, preliminary
3F1 items intended to measure liberal versus
onservative values for the Values facet, and be
savioral flexibility for the Action facet failed to
ohere with the other items on the BFI Open-
less scale John et aL, 1991.

teliability of the Three Instruments

[`he coefficient alpha reliabilities are given in Ta-
`Ic 4.3. Overall, the reliabilities were impressive
or these relatively short scales. Not surprisingly,
he longer TDA scales had the highest aiphas
mean of,89, followed by the SF1 .83 and the
`JEO-FFL .79. Across instruments, Extraver
ion, Conscientiousness, and Neuroticism were
neasured most reliably, whereas Agreeableness
nd Openness tended to be less reliable. The
ale with the lowest reliability was the NEO
Fl Openness scale, replicating a finding in a
lifferent sample Benet-Martinez & John,
998. A number of NEO-FFI Openness items
lid nor correlate well with the total scale in this
tudent sample. These less reliable items in
luded both of the items from the Action facet,
well as both of the Values items, it is possible

hat on liberal college campuses, items involving

trying new and foreign foods Action and look
ing to religious authorities for decisions on
moral issues reverse scored on Values do not
discriminate as well as in Costa and McCrae's
1992 samples of older adults. In contrast, the
three items from the Ideas facet e.g., intellectual
curiosity and the three items from the Aesthet
ira facet e.g., experiential effects of poetry or
art had the strongest item-total correlations. Fi
nally. in contrast to the heavy representation of
imagination items on the TDA. only one item
related to imagination from the Fantasy facet
was included on the NEO-FFI Openness scale.5

Convergent and Discriminant Validity
across the Three Instruments

As a first test of cross-instrument convergence,
we examined the hill 15 x IS MTMM correla
tion matrix formed by the five factors crossed
with the three Instruments.4 In general, the
cross-insteument validity correlations, computed
between pairs of instruments and shown in
Table 4.3, were substantial. Across all five fac
tors, the mean of the convergent validity correla
tions across instruments was .75. As shown in
Table 4.3, the SF1 and TDA showed the strong
est convergence mean r .81, followed by the
SF1 and NEO-FFI mean r .73, and finally
the TDA and NEO-FFI mean,
To determine the extent to which rhe validity

correlations simply reflect the imperfect reliabil
ity of the scales rather than substantive differ
ences among the instruments, we corrected for
attenuation using alpha. As shown in Table 4.3,
the corrected validity correlations averaged .91.
However, this excellent overall result masks some
important differences. Across instruments, the
first three of the Big Five Extraversion, Agree
ableness, and Conscientiousness showed mean
validities clearly exceeding .90, suggesting virtual
equivalence among the instruments. Neuroti
cism .88 and Openness .83 were lower, Fo
cusing on the pairwise comparisons between in
struments. the SF1 and the TDA shared virtually
all of their reliable variance corrected mean
.95. Convergence between the BFI and the
NEO-FFI was also substantial mean = .93;
however, the correlations for Extraversion and
for Openness did nor reach .90, suggesting that
the conceptualizations of these factors are not
frilly equivalent across these two instruments. A
similar pattern was observed for the TDA and
rIse NEO-FFI hut the convergent correlations
were generally lower mean .83 and fell below

.80 for Extraversion and Openness. In short, the

NEO-FFI showed greater convergence with the

SF1 than with the TDA, but it defined Extraver

sion and Openness somewhat differently than

those two instruments.

Overall, discriminant correlations were low;

absolute values averaged .21 for the iDA, .17

for the NEO-FFI, and .20 for the BFI. More

over, none of the discriminant correlations

reached .40 on any of the instruments, and the

largest correlations were .39 for the TDA, .38

for the NEO-FFI, and .33 for the SF1. Aver'

aged across instruments, only four of the 10 dis

criminant correlations exceeded .20: the mean

correlation was .28 between Agreeableness and

Conscientiousness, -.28 between Agreeableness

and Neuroticism, -.27 between Extravenion arid

Neuroricism, and .24 between Extraversion and

Conscientiousness. Thus, there was little support

for Eysenck's 1992 contention that Agreeable'

ness and Conscientiousness are highly correlated

"primary" traits that combine into a broader

dimension contrasting Eyseisck's Psychoticisns

Grand means are

with what miglst be called "good character."

Together the findings show that the Big Five

are fairly independent dimensions that can be

measured with convergent and discriminant

validity.

Confirmatory Factor Analysis CFA of

the Multitrait-Multimethod Matrix

As a more formal test of convergent and dis

criminant validity; we used a series of nested

CFA models to estimate latent factors repre

senting the Big Five, their intercorrelations, and

method factors representing the unique charac

teristics of each instrument. The most basic

model see Model 1 in Table 4.4 specified

five uncorrelated latent trait factors and no

method factors. This model showed marginal

fit. Allowing intercorrelations among the Big

Five factors significantly improved model fit

Model 2 suggesting that some of the Big Five

intercorrelarions were consistent across all three

instruments.

TABLE 4.3. Reliability and Convergent Validity Coefficients ior the IDA. NEO-FFI, and SF1

Extraversion Agreeablenos Conscientiousness Neuroticism Openness Mesas

Reliabilities

iDA

SF1

NEO

Mean

BFI-TDA

IIFI-NEO

IDA-NEC

Mean

.92

.88

78

M7

.90

.69

.67

.78

.90 .90 .85

.79 .82 .84

.78 .83 .85

.83 .85 85

Uncortecred pairwise convergent validities

.78 Si 76

.76 .79 76

.68 .77 70

.74 .79 .74

.88

.81

.70

.81

.75

.64

.56

.66

89

83

.79

.84

.81

.77

.68

.75

BEI-TDA

13F1-NEO

TDA-NEO

Mean

.99

-83

.79

.93

Cotrected psinvise convergent validities

.93 .94 .90

.97 .96 .90

.8! -89 .82

.92 94 .88

.89

.85

.7i

.83

.95

.92

.81

.91

SF1

IDA

NEO

Mean

94

95

68a

.90

Standardized validity coefficients from CFA Model 6

.92 .92 .90

.85 .87 .83

.83 .86 .84

87 .89 .86

92

.79

70

.83

.92

.87

.79

.87

Note N - 462- SF1, Bsg Five I svenso ry IDA, iair Descriptive Adjectives, NED, NED Five Factor

shown is bold- All means are based on Fisher r-to-Z sransformarsons.

°Ihe NED Esrraversinn scale had across-loading 00 Agreeableness is, Model 6 see Figure 4

Si
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TABLE 4.4. Nested Confirmatory Factor Analyses of the Multitrait-Multinsethod Matrix Formed by the Three

Big Five Instruments

Model

lUncorrelated Big Five, no method factors

2. Correlated Big Five, no method fictors

3. Correlated Big Five, no method factors,

cross-loading of NEO-Exsraversion on

Agreeableness

Model 3 plus NEO method actor

Model 4 plus TDA method factor

Model 5 plus 8Ff method factor

Model 6 pIus cross-loading of TDA-lnrellecr

on Conscientiousness

4.

5.

6.

6a,

If CR Ax1

783 90 .863

583 80 .900 200'

496 79 .917 8"

484 74 .919 12'

323 69 .950 160'

296 64 .954 28'

274 63 958 22'

:Vart N -462. CF1, comparative fit index Bender, 990; A, i scteasr in overall it; SF1, Big Five I sve,siotv; NED. hEEl Five

Factor Inventory; TDA, trait descriptive adjectives.

`Pc .05.

As we noted earlier, the NEO-FFI includes

items related to warmth in Extraversion, whereas

the 8Ff and TDA include them in Agteeable

ness. We examined this hypothesis directly by

modsl,'ing our model and testing the improve

ment in model fit. By adding a cross-loading of

the NEO Extraversion scale on the latent Agree

ableness factor, we achieved a significant un

provement in fit see Model 3. As shown in Fig

ure 4.1, the NEO-FF1 Exrr'aversion scale still

loaded substantially on the Extraversion factor

but also had a secondary loading on Agreeable

ness.6

The next three models were increasingly com

plex, adding method factors specific to each in

strument. In Model 4 we added a method factor

for the NEO-FFI, producing a small improve

ment in fir; as shown in Figure 4.1, this method

factor primarily represented instrument-specific

variance related to Openness. Model 5 added a

TDA method factor, yielding a sizeable improve

ment; this method factor represented a positive

correlation between Agreeableness and Intellect

observed on the TDA but nor on the BR and

the NEO-FFI. Model 6 added a BFI method

factor, modeling a moderate negative correlation

between Neuroticism and Openness on the BFI

that was not observed on the TDA and the

NEO. In short, these method factors capture

specific differences in the ways the Big Five di

mensions are conceptualized on each of the in

struments. Figure 4. 1 shows the parameter esti

mates for Model 6, which accounts for trait

variance, method variance, and the expected

cross-loading of NEO Extraversion on the

Agreeableness factor.

We also explored how we cotild improve fit

further, When we examined the residual matrix

to see what relationships were still unexplained

by our model, we found that the largest unex

plained covariances were between the TDA fifth

factor scale Intellect and the three Cunscien

tiousness scales. McCrae and Costa 1985c,

1987 had previously noted that Goldberg's

conceptualization of Factor V as Intellect is re

lated to Conscientiousness, whereas the Open

ness conceptualization on the NEO-FFE and

BFI is nor. When we respecified our model with

a cross-loading of the FDA Intellect scale on

the Conscientiousness factor Model 6a, we

did observe an improvement in fit, hut it was

very small and the estimated cross-loading

was only .15. In our viesv, such small gains in

fit do not justi' the added complexity required

by the more detailed model, leading us to prefer

the more parsimonious model represented in

Figure 4.1.

Table 4.3 summarizes the standardized valid

ity coeflicients frons the CFA. They average .92

for the BFI, .87 For the TDA, and .79 for the

NEO-FFI, suggesting that the canonical repre

sentation achieved by the CFA is captured most

closely by the BFI, which was developed to cap

ture the core characteristics of the Big Five. The

parameter estimates mr Model 6 see Figure

4.1 suggest thtee major conclusitsns that

are consistent with the preceding analyses. First,

all fifteen scales had substantial loadings on the

five latent factors, with an average loading of

.87, suggesting that all three measures generally

tap the same five dimensions. Second, the sub

stantial size of these loadings did not leave

FIGURE 4.1. Standardized parameter estimates for the final multirrait-multimethud model Model 6 in Table 4.3.

Method effects and ctair intercorrelatiuns less than .20 and ercoe terms are not shown.

much systematic variance for general instrument

factors; instead, the three Latent method factors

we did uncover related to specific scale intercor

relations that were unique to each instrument.

Nonetheless, in all cases the loadings on these

method factors were considerably smaller than

the substantive trait Loadings, suggesting that

the measures are more similar than different.

The third conclusion involves the size of the in-

rercortelations among the latent Big Five dimen

sions, which remained low even when disattenu

aced for unreliability by CPA; noise of them

reached .40. Overall, then, the CFA results show

that five latent, modestly correlated perstsnality

factors capture the major sources of vatiance

in our MTMM design, and three smaller

method factors represent trait-specific variance

for each instrument,
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A Joint Items Factor Analysis of the
Three Instmmenrs

To elaborate the shared meanings of the five fac
tors across measures, we examined the highest-
loading items for each factor in a joint item-level
factor analysis, which included all 44 BFI items,
60 NEO-FFI items, and 100 TDA items, For
Extraversion, the top-loading items were `Is out
going, sociable' from the BFI, "Quiet" reverse-
scored from the TDA, and "I really enjoy talk
ing to people" from the NEO. Items referring to
assertiveness, activity level, and positive emo
tions also had substantial loadings. For Agree
ableness, item exampies included "Is considerate
and kind to almost everyone" from the BFI,
"Unkind" reversed from the TDA, and "Some
people think of me as cold and calculating" re
versed from the NEO. Fot Conscientiousness,
key items were "Does a thorough job" from the
BFI, "Disorganized" reversed from the TDA,
and the NEO item "I am a productive person
who always gets the job done.' Exemplars of the
Neuroricism factor include "Worries a lot" from
the BFI, "Nervous" from the TDA, and "I often
feel tense and jittery" from the NEO, The top
loadings on the joint Openness factor were par
neularly instructive: although Goldberg labeled
his scale Intellect or Imagination, the TDA
item `Creative" had the strongest loading on the
joint factor, The highest-loading BR item was
"Values artistic, aesthetic experiences," and the
best NEO items were "I often enjoy playing
with theories or abstract ideas" and "I have a lot
of intellectual curiosity." These item examples
for Openness make two points, First, the factor
clearly involves Openness rather than intellec
tual ability or skill, Second, the aspects of the
Openness factor shared across the three instru
ments involve openness to ideas, fantasy, and
aesthetics,

Big Five Measurement:

Conclusions and Limitations

One of the Iintitauons of the findings presented
here is that we did not examine external or pre
dictive validity. Both the NEO questionnaires
and the BFI have been shown to predict peer
ratings; such evidence still needs to be obtained
for the TDA scales. Future research needs to
compare the validity of all three instruments us
ing peer ratings and other external criteria, One
of the advantages of the BFI is its efficiency, tak
ing only about 5 minutes of administration

time, compared with about 15 minutes for the
NEO-FFT and the TDA. Moreover, the BR
Items are shorter and easier to understand than
the NEO-FF[ items Benet-Martinez & John,
1998. The 100 adjectives on the TDA are even
shorter; however, single-trait adjectives can be
ambiguous in their meanings see note 3.

`When should researchers use each of these in
struments? Whets participant time is not at a
premium, participants are well educated and test
sav and the research question calls for the as
sessment of multiple facets for each of the Big
Five, then the fall 240-irem NEO PI-R would
he most useful. Otherwise, the 44-item BFI
would seem to offer a measure of the core attrib
utes of the Big Five that is at least as efficient and
easily understood as the 60-item NEO-FFI and
the tOO-item TDA.

FACTOR NAMES, NUMBERS, OR
INITIALS: WHICH SHALL WE USE?

Problems with the English Factor Labels

Now that we have considered both the history of
the Big Five and their measurement, it is time to
revisit the names or labels assigned to the factors.
Although the constructs that will eventually re
place the current Big Five may be different from
what we know now, labels are important because
they imply particular interpretations and thus
influence the directions that theorizing might
take. Norman's 1963 factor labels have been
used frequently in later research, but Norman
offered little in the way of a theoretical rationale
for the selection of these particular labels, Nor
man's labels differ vastly in their breadth or
inclusiveness Hampson, Goldberg & John,
1987; in particular, Conscientiousness and Cul
ture are much too narrow to capture the enor
mous breadth of these two dimensions, More
over, as noted above, researchers quickly
abandoned Culture as a label for Factor V. in
favor of Intellect or Imagination Saucier &
Goldberg, 1996$ or Openness to Experience
McCrae & Costa, 1985b. Neither label is truly
satisfactory, however, because Intellect is too
narrow and Openness, while broad enough, is
somewhat vague.

Agreeableness is another problematic label,
For one, it refers to the behavioral tendency to
agree with others, thus incorrectly implying sub
missiveness, which is more closely related to the
introverted pole of Factor I. Agreeableness is also

too detached, too neutral a label for a factor sup

posed to capture intensely affective charac

teristics, such as love, compassion, and sympa

thy. Freud viewed love and work as central;

following this lead, we could call Factor II sim

ply Love Peabody & Goldberg, 1989.

However, Work is too narrow a label for Fac

tor III. Even Conscientiousness is too narrow

because it omits a central component that Pe

abody and Goldberg 1989 called "favorable

in-spulse control," Thus, Responsibility or even

Degree of Socialization see Gough, 1987

mighr be labels more appropriate for Factor III

than is Conscientiousness.

More could be said about the many short

comings of the traditional labels see also Block,

1995, but better labels are hard ro come by. The

unsurpassed advantage of the traditional labels is

that they are commonly known and used, thus

preventing Babel from taking over the literature

on the Big Five, Moreover, before any new

names are devised, the definition of the factors

in terms of facets or components must be elabo

rated and sharpened. At this point, it seems pre

mature to settle tlse scope and theoretical inter

pretation of the factors by devising new names.

Preliminary Definitions

Because the traditional labels are so easily misun

derstood, short definitions of tIle five dimen

sions may be useful here cC, Costa & McCrae,

1992; John, 1990; Tellegen, 1985. Briefly, Ex

traversion implies an energetic approach to the so

cial and material world and includes traits such

as sociability, activity, assertiveness, and positive

emotionality. Agreeableness contrasts a prosocial

and communal orientation toward others with

antagonism and includes traits such as altruism,

render-mindedness, trust, and modesty. Consci

entiousness describes socially prescribed impulse

control that facilitates task- and goal-directed be

havior, such as thinking before acting, delaying

gratification, following norms and rules, and

planning, organizing, and prioritizing tasks.

Neuroticism contrasts emotional stability and

even-temperedness with negative emotionality.

such as feeling anxious, nervous, sad, and tense.

Finally, Openness to Experietice venus closed-

mindedness describes the breadth, depth, origi

nality, and complexity of an individual's mental

and experiential 4/?.
The numbering convention from I to V, fa

vored by Saucier aisd Goldberg 1996h and

Hoisree and colleagues 1997, is usefl,il because

it reflects the relative size of the factors in lexical

studies. Factor land II, which primarily summa

rize traits of interpersonal nature, tend to ac

count for the largest percentage of variance in

personality ratings, followed by Factor III,

whereas the last two factors are by far the small

est in lexical studies Dc Rand, Perugini, Hre

bickova, & Szarota, 1998, However, the Roman

numerals are hard to remember, and the order of

the facton is not invariant across studies, Thus,

we favor the mnemonic convention suggested by

the initials given below, They evoke multiple as

sociations that represent more fully than a single

word the broad range of meaning captured by

each of the factors:

E Exrravenion, Energy, Enthusiasm I

A Agreeableness, Altruism, Affection II

C Conscientiousness, Control, Constraint

Ill

N Neuroticism, Negative Affectivity,

Nervousness IV

0 Openness, Originality, Open-Mindedness

V

`l'he reader intrigued by anagrams may have no

ticed that these letters form the OCEAN of per

sonality dimensions.

CONVERGENCE BETWEEN

THE BIG FIVE AND OTHER

STRUCTURAL MODELS

McCrae and Cosrals 1985a, l985b, 1985c;

1987 findings, like evidence for cross-instru

ment convergence presented above, show that

the factor-analytic results from the lexical tradi

tion converge surprisingly well with those from

the questionnaire tradition, This convergence

has led to a dramatic change in the acceptance of

the five factors in the field, With regard to their

empirical status, the findings accumulated since

the mid-I 980s show that the five facton repli

cate across different types of subjects, raters, and

data sources, in both dictionary-based and ques

tionnaire-based studies. Indeed, even skeptical

reviewers were led to conclude that "agreement

among these descriptive studies with respect to

what are the appropriate dimensions is impres

sive" Revelle, 1987, p. 437; see also Briggs,

1989; McAdams, 1992; Pervin, 1994. The

finding that it doesn't matter whether Conscien
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tiousness is measured with trait adjectives, short

phrases, or questionnaire items suggests that the

Big Five dimensions have the same conceptual

status as other personality constructs- For exam

ple, Loehlin and colleagues 1998 found that all
five factors show substantial and about equal

heritabilities, regardless of whether they are

measured with questionnaires ot with adjective

scales derived from the lexical approach.

One of the apparent strengths of the Big Five

taxonomy is that it can capture. at a broad level

of abstraction, the commonaliries among most

of the existing systems of personality traits, thua

providing an integrative descriptive model for

research. Table 4.5 summarizes the personal

ity dimensions proposed by a broad range of

personality theorists and researchers. These di

mensions, although by no means a complete

tabulation, emphasize the diversity of current

conceptions of personality. However, they also

point to some important convergences. First, al

most every one of the theorists includes a di

mension akin to Lxtraversinn. Although the la

bels and exact definitions vary, nobody seems to

doubt the fundamental importance of this di

mension Guilford, 1974, 1975. The second al

most universally accepted personality dimension

is Emotional Stability, at contrasted with

Neuroticism, Negative Emotionality, and Prone

ness to Anxiety Tellegen, 1982, 1985. Interest

ingly, however, not all the researchers listed in

Table 45 include a separate measure for this di

mension. This is particularly true of the inter

personal researchers, such as Wiggins 1979

and Bales 1970, as well as the questionnaires

aimed primarily at the assessment of basically

healthy, well-functioning adults, such as GougEs's

1987 CPI, the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator

Myers & McCaulley, 1985, and even Jackson's

1984 PItH In contrast, all of the temperament-

based models include Neurorieism. There is

somewhat less agreement on the third dimen

sion, which appears in various guises, such as

Control, Constraint, Super-Ego Strength, and

Work Orientation as contrasted with lmpulsiv

ity, Psychoricism, and Play Odentation. The

theme underlying most of these concepts in

volves the control, or moderation, of impulses in

a normatively and socially appropriate way cf.

Block & Block, 1980. However, Table 4.5 also

points to the importance of Agreeableness and

Openness, which are neglected by temperament-

oriented theorists such as Buss and Plomin

1975 and Eysenck 1985. In a comprehensive

taxonomy, even at the broadest level, we need a

"place" for an interpersonal dinseission related to

Communion, Feeling Orientation, Altruism,

Nurturance, Love Styles, and Social Closeness,

as contrasted with Hosriliry, Anger Proneness,

and Narcissism. The existence of these question

naire scales, and the cross-cultural work on the

interpersonal origin and consequences of per

sonality, stress the need for a broad domain akin

to Agreeableness, Warmth, or Love.

Similar arguments apply to the fifth and last

factor included in the Big Five. For one, there

are the concepts of Creativity, Originality, and

Cognitive Complexity, which are measured by

numerous questionnaire scales Barton, 1968;

Helson, 1967, 1985; Cough, 1979. Although

these concepts are cognitive. or, more appropri

ately, mental in nature, they are clearly different

from EQ. Second, limited-domain scales measur

ing concepts such as Absorption, Fantasy Prone

ness, Need for Cognition, Private Self-Con

sciousness, Independence, and Autonomy would

be difficult to subsume under Extraversion,

Neutoticism, or Conscientiousness. Indeed, the

fifth Ector is necessary because individual differ

ences in intellectual and creative functioning

underlie artistic interests and performances, in

ventions and innovation, and even humor. Indi

vidual differences in these domains of human

behavior and experience cannot be, and fortu

nately have not been, neglected by personality

psychologists.

Finally, the matches between the Big Five and

other constructs sketched out in Table 4.5

should be considered with a healthy dose of

skepticism. Some of these correspondences are

indeed based on solid research findings. Others,

however, ate conceptually derived and seem

plausible, but await empirical confirmarion. All

of these matches reflect broad similarities, ignor

ing some important, implicative, and useful dif

ferences among the concepts proposed by differ

ent investigators. Nonetheless, at this stage in

the field, we are more impressed by the newly

apparent similarities than by the continuing dif

ferences among the various models. Indeed, the

Big Five are useful primarily because of their in

tegrative and heuristic value, a value that be

comes apparent in Table 4.5. The availability of

a taxonomy, even one that is as broad and in

complete as the Big Five, permits the compari

son and potential integration of dimensions

that, by their names alone, would seem entirely

disparate.
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CRITICAL ISSUES AN!
THEORETICAL PERSPECTWES

The Big Five provides a descriptive taxonomy
that organizes the myriad natural-Language and
sciennfsc trail concepts into a single classifica
tory framework. However, like any scientific

model, it has limitations. Several critics have at
gtsed that the Big Five does not provide a com
plete theory of personality e.g., Block, 1995;

Eysenck, 1997; McAdams, k992; Pervin, 1994.

We agree. The 8ig Five taxonomy was never in

tended as a comprehensive personality rheory it

was developed to account for the structural rela

tions among personality traits Goldberg, 1993.

Thus, like most structural models it provides an
account of personality that is primarily descrip

tive rather than explanatory, emphasizes regu
larities in behavior rather rhan inferred dynamic

and developmental processes, 2nd focuses on
variables rather than on individuals or types of

individuals ci John & Robins, 1993, 1998.

Nonetheless, the Big Five trait taxonomy pro.

vides a conceptual foundation that helps exam

ine these theoretical issues. In this section, we

begin with the hierarchical structure defined by

the Big Five, and then review whether the Big

Five dimensions predict important life out

comes, how they develop, how they combine

into personality types, and how different re

searchers view their conceptual status.

Hierarchy, Levels of Abstraction,

and the Big Five

A frequent objection to the Big Five is that five

dimensions cannot possibly capture all of the
variation in human personality Block, 1995;

Briggs, 1989; McAdams, 1992; Mershon &
Gorsuch, 1988, and that they are much too
broad. However, the objection that five dimen

sions are too few overlooks the fact that person
ality can be conceptualized at different levels of

abstraction ot breadth. Indeed, many trait do

mains are hietarchically structured Hanipson.

John, & Goldberg, 1986.

The advantage of categories as broad as the

Big five is their enormous bandwidth. Their dis.

advantage, of course, is their low fidelity. In any

hierarchicaJ representation, one always loses in

formation as one moves up the hierarchical 1ev.

els. For example, categorizing something as a

`guppy" is mote informative than categorizing it

as a "fish,' which in turn is more informative

than categorizing it as an "animal." Or, in psy

chometric terms, one necessarily loses item in

formation as one aggregates items into scales,

and one loses scale information as one aggregates
scales into factors John, Hampson, & Gold
herg, 1991.

The Big Five dimensions represent a rather

broad level in the hierarchy of personality de

scriptors. In that sense, they are to personality

what the categories "plant" and "animal" are to
the world of biological ohjects-extremely use
ful for some initial tough distinctions but of less
value for predicting specific behaviors of a par
ricular object. The hierarchical level a researcher
selects depends on the descriptive and predictive
task to be addressed Harnpson et al., 1986. In
principle, the number of specific distinctions

one can make in the description of an individual

is infinite, limited only by one's objectives.

Norman, Goldberg, McCrae and Costa, and

Hogan all recognized thar there was a need its
personality, just as in biology, "to have a system
in which different levels of generality or inclu

sion are recognized" Simpson, 1961, p. 12. A
complete trait taxonomy must include middle.

level categories, such as Assertiveness, Ordedi

ness, and Creativity, and even narrower descrip
tors, such as talkative, punctual, and musical

John er al., 1991, Therefore Norman and,

more extensively, Goldberg 1982, 1990 have

developed between 40 and 75 middle-level cate
gories subordinate to the Big Five dimensions

for a review, see John et al., 1988. However, as
Briggs 1989 noted, Norman's and Goldberg's

middle-level categories have not been investi

gated systematically nor have they been included
in an assessment insrruanenr. Ar this point,

Costa and McCrae's 1992 30 facets represent

the most elaborated and empirically validated

model. Hofstee and colleagues' 1992 circum
plea-based approach, which defines facets as
pairwise combinations of two factors, is another
promising direction to putsue. However, the two

approaches differ notably in the facets they pro
pose, indicating the need fot farther conceptual
and empirical work to achieve a consensual

specification of the Big Five factors at this lower
level of absstaction.

Predicting Important Life Outcomes

External validity and prcdictive utility are topics
that in the past have received conspicuously little
attention from researchers working in the Big
Five tradition. However, one of the criteria for
the usefi,tlness of a structural model is its success

in predicting important outcomes in people's

lives. Eysenck 1991 argued that "little is

known about the social relevance and impor

tance of Openness, Agreeableness, and Consci

entiousness. . . . What is lacking is a series of

large-scale studies which would flesh our such

possibilities" p. 785. According to Eysenck

1991, the validity of the Big Five should be ex

amined against socially relevant criteria such as

criminality, mental illness, academic aptitude

and achievement, and work performance.

A large study of adolescents has addressed this

challenge, examining three of Eysenck's criteria:

juvenile delinquency, childhood psychopathol

ogy, and academic performance see John et

al. 1994; Robins etal,, 1994. l'he findings sug

gest that the Big Five can help us understand

theoretically, socially, and developmentally sig

nificant life outcomes. For example, low Agree

ableness and low Conscientiousness predicr ju

venile delinquency. In terms 0f psychopathology,

Neuroticism and low Conscientiousness predict

internalizing disorders, Conscientiousness and

Openness predict school performance. These

findings suggest that the Big Five dimensions

can be used as indicaton of risk for subsequent

maladjustment. Huey and Weisa's I 997 find

ings suggest that these links between personality

and life outcomes hold up in a clinical sample as

well, Researchers may eventually use Big Five

profiles to idenrifr children at risk and tdti

mately design appropriate interventions, such as

teaching children low in Conscientiousness rele

vant behaviors and skills e.g., strategies for de

laying gratification.

The literature on adults also provides evi

dence for the external validity of the Big Five.

For example, in studies of job performance for

reviews see Barrick & Mount, 1991; Mount,

Rarrick, & Stewart, 1998, the Big Five have

been found to relate to important outcomes in

the workplace. Conscientiousness has emerged

as the only general predictor of job perform

ance, although other dimensioiss relate to more

specific aspects of job performance. For exam

ple, Agreeableness and Neuroticism predict per

formance in jobs in which employees work in

groups, whereas Extraversion predicts success in

sales and management positions. These trait-by-

job interactions help researchers develop a more

fine-grained understanding of how different

traits are instrumental to performance in vari

ous job environments,

The availability of the Big Five taxononsy has

also renewed interest in the links between per-

soisality and adult psychopathology e.g., Wig

gins & Pincus, 1989; findings from this bur

geoning literature have been reviewed in Costa

and Widiger l99/i. The Big Five has also

helped bring order to the many, often confusing,

findings linking personality rrairs to physical

health see Adams, Carrwright, Ostrove, & Ste

wart, 1998; Friedman, Hawley, & Tucker, 1994;

Friedman, Tucker, Schwartz, & Tomlinson

Keasey, 1995; the accumulated evidence now

suggests that the regular and well-structured

Lives led by individuals high in Conscientious

ness are conducive ro better health outcomes

and longevity, whereas antagonistic hostility

i.e., low Agreeableness and negative affect i.e.,

high Neurotieisni appear to be risk factors.

The emerging nomological network for each

of the Big Five now includes an ever-broadening

range of life outcome variables, such as leader

ship Extraversion, helping others and donating

to charity Agreeableness, school and college

grades Conscientiousness. vulnerability to de

pression Neuroticism, creative performance

Openness, and so on. These findings have been

summarized in several recent reviews Graziano

& Eisenberg, 1997; Hogan & Ones, 1997;

McCrae, 1996; Watson & Clark, 1997.

In interpreting these findings, it is important

to realize that although personality traits are sta

ble, people can change their patterns of behav

ior, thought, and feeling as a result of therapy

and intervention programs Hearherton &

Weinberger, 1994. Thus, the links between the

Big Five and important life outcomes point to

behavioral domains that people can target for

persoisal development and change; for example,

people can improve how conscientiously they

adhere to a diet, exercise regimen, or medical

treatment plan Friedman eral,, 1994.

The Big Five and

Personality Development

Historically, personality psychology has con

cerned itself with a range of developmental is

sues thar are televanr to the Big Five-the ante

cedents of adult personality traits, how traits

develop, the timelines for the emergence and

peak expression of traits, their stability or change

throughout the life span, and rhe effects of traits

on other aspects of personal development. Some

critics have suggested that Big Five researchers

have not paid enough attention to issues of per

sonality development in childhood and adoles

cence l'ervin, 1994. This criticism has some
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merit: Although the Big Five taxonomy has iii

fluenced research on adult developn-ient and ag
ing Field & Millsap, 1991: Flelson & Stewart,
1994; McCrae & Costa, 1990, there has been
little research on personality structure in child
hood. Developmental and temperament psy
chologists have studied a number of important
traits e.g., sociability, fearftsl distress, shyness,
impulsiviry but they tend to study one trail at a
time, in isolation from the orhers, and the avail
able research has nor been integrated in a coher
ent raxonomic framework. Until this work is
done, however, research on personality develop
ment across the We span is likely to remain frag
mented Halverson, Kohnstansm, & Martin,
1994.

The adult personality taxonomy defined by
the Big Five can offer some promising leads. In
our view, the Big Five should be examined in de
velopmental research for two reasons John et
A., 1994. Theoretically, it may be necessary to
examine the developmental origins of the Big
Five: Given rhar the Big Five emerge as basic
dimensions of personality in adulthood, re
searchers need to explain how they develop.
Practically; the Big Five taxonomy has proven
useful as a framework for organizing findings on
adult personality in areas as diverse as behavioral
generics and industrial psychology. Thus, exten
sion of the Big Five inro childhood and adoles
cence would facilitate comparisons across devel
opmental periods.

Work on these issues has now begun, and re
searchers are drawing on existing models of
infanr and child temperanscnt sec Clark & Wat
son, Chapter 16, rhis volume to make connec
tions to the Big Five dimensions in adulthood. A
book edited by Halverson and colleagues 1994
summarizes these recent efforts. Some research
suggests that the Big Five may provide a good
approximation of personality strucrure in cisild
hood and adolescence Diginan, 1989; Graxiano
& Ward, 1992. Extending Digman's 1989
earlier work on Hawaiian children, Digman and
Shtnelyov 1996 examined both temperament
dimensions and personahrv dimensions in a
sample of Russian children. Based on analyses of
teachers' ratings, they concluded that the Big
Five taxonomy offers a uselisl model for describ
ing the structure of temperament. Studies using
free-response techniques found that the Big Five
can account for a substantial portirsn of chil
dren's descriptions of their own and others'
personalities Donahue, 1994, as well as teach
ers' and parents' descriptions uf children's per-

sonality Kohnsramm, Elalverson, Mervielde, &
Flavill, 1998.

Two large-scale srudies suggest that the pie-
tore may be more complicated. John et al.
1994 tested whether the adult Big Five srruc
rure would replicate in a large and ethnically di
verse sample of adolescent boys. This research
used the California Child Q-set CCQ; Block &
Block, 1969, a comprehensive item pool for the
description of children and adolescents that was
nor derived from the adolr Big Five and does not
represent any particular theoretical orientation.
Factor analyses identified Five dimensions that
corresponded closdy with a priori scales repre
senting the adult Big Five. However, iwo addi
tional dimensions emerged in this study: "Irrita
biliry" was defined by items that involve negative
affect expressed in age-inappropriate behaviors,
such as whining, crying, tantrums, and being
overly sensitive to teasing. "Activity" was defined
by items involving physical acrivity energy and
high tempo, such as running, playing, and nsov
ing and reacting quicldy In several [lurch sam
ples of boys and girls aged 3 to 16 years, van
Lieshout and Ilaselager 1994 also found the
Big Five plus two factors similar to Irritability
and Activity, rhus supporting the generalizabiliry
of these dimensions across cultures and the two
sexes. These replicated findings suggest that the
structure of personality traits may be more dif
ferentiated in childhood rhan in adulthood. Spe.
cifically, the two additional dimensions may
originate in temperamental features of child
hood personality i.e., irritable distress and activ
ity level that become integrated into adult per
sonality structure ovet the cosarse of adolescence
John etal., 1994.

These studies illustrate how the Big Five can
help stimulate research that connects and inre
grare.c findings across long-separate research tra
ditiomis. These studies also provide some initial
insights about the way personality structure may
develop toward its adult form, Yet, a great deal of
work still lies ahead. Change in personality
structure should be studied with reference ro
nsaturarional changes, social-contextual transi
tions, and age-specific life tasks. Longitudinal re
search can help map changes in the dimensional
structure of personality arid discover how tem
peramenral eharacterisrics observed in infancy
and early childhood manifest thenasels'es during
adolescence and adulthood. Finally, studies need
to examine the antecedents of the Big Five and
their relarions to orher aspects OF personality
functioning in childhood and adolescence. In

this way, the Big Five can help connect research.

on adult personality with the vast field of social

development Caspi. 1997.

Personality Types and Dynamics

The emergence of the Big Five has also rekindled

interest in personality types. Note that the Big

Five dimensions provide a model of personality

structure that represents the covariarion among

personality traits across individuals. However,

`personality structure" can also refer to the or

gataization of traits within the individual Allport,

1958. Person-centered research focuses on the

particular configuration, patterning, and dy

namic organization of the individual's total set of

characteristics cC Yotk & John, 1992; see also

Magnusson, Chapter 8, this volume, and asks

how multiple variahles are organized within the

individual and how this organizatioms defines pat

ricular types. or categories, of people.

Calls for person-centered research have been

made repeatedly for the past 50 years e.g.,

Carlson, 1971. Mote recently, Pervin 1994

noted that trait researchers focus on individual

differences rather than on the individuals them

selves, and that "little attention is given to the

question of pattern and organization,' a ne

glected arei' of research pp. 36-37. Until re

cently, the study of personality types has been

held hack by the lack of generally accepted pro

cedures for deriving personality types empirically

see Robins, John, and Caspi, 1998, for a re

view. Thus, with the exception of Block's

1971 pioneering study, Limsec Through Time, lit

tle systematic research was done on personality

typology.

With the advenr of the Big Five, however, re

searchers again became interested in studying

the ways in which personality traits combine

into coherent patterns within individoals and in

identml3'ing types of individuals that share the

tame basic personality profile. A series of recent

srudies has renewed the search for ivplicable per

sotiality types.

As shown in Table 4.6 see next page, these

studies varied greatly in the sex and age of the

participants, their birth cohurt and cotmntty

of origin. as well as the type of data, instrument,

and procedures used to derive the types. None

theless, three types recurred across all eight stud

ies. In terms of their Big Fsve profiles, the type

labeled Resilients showed a high level of ad just

menr and effective functioning on all five factors,

In contrast, the types interpreted as Overcotitrol
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ers and Undercontrollers represent two different

ways in which poor psychological adjustment

can be manifested, The Overcontrollers had

elevated scores on Agreeableness and Conscien

tiousness but scored low on Extraversion,

whereas the Undercontrollers scored particularly

low on Agreeableness and Conscientiousness

and had elevated scores on Neuroricisrn.

Together, these studies demonstrate that tepli

cable and generalizable personality types can be

identified empirically. Validational studies fur.

ther indicated that the unique constellation of

traits associated with each type has important

consequences for a wide range of life outcomes

Robins et al., 1998, These findings also suggear

an integration of the Big Five dimensions with

Block's 1971; Block & Block, 1980 dynamic

conceptualization of personality functioning in

terms of ego resilience and ego control. Block's

dynamic constructs can be used to define the

three replicable types, each of which captures a

unique Big Five profile. More generally, the

studies summarized in Table 4.6 show that the

Big Five taxonomy is not only compatible with

person-centered research but can help interpret

personality types identified with different meth

ods and in different cultures. Moreover, the Big

Five need typological and dynamic elaborarion if

they are to fully account for personality struc

ture. Convetsely, person-centered typologieal re

search can make use of, and be informed by, the

nomotheric Big Five dimensions, thus helping

researchers develop dynamic accounts of person

ality functioning.

Theoretical Perspectives on the Big Five:

Description and Explanation

Over the years, researchers have articulated a

number of different perspectives on the concep

tual starus of the Big Five dimensions. Because

the Big Five were first discovered in lexical re

search intended to provide a taxonomy of trait

terms in the natural language, rIse factors were

initially interpreted as dimensions of trait de

scription or attribution John etal., 1988. Sub

sequent research, however, has shown that the

lexical factors converge with dimensions derived

in other personality research traditions, that they

have external or predictive validity as reviewed

above, and rhar all the of them show abour

equal amounts of heritability Loehlin et al.,

1998. Thus, it seems unlikely that these five di

mensions are merely psycholexicat artifacts or

language phenomena. Given the evidence that

Chapter 4, The Big Five Trait Taxonomy
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Personality types

Ego-Resilients

Vulnerable

Overconerollers

Unsettled

Undercontrollers

Facets of generalizabi!it-y

Participants 84 boys/men 103 women

Age

Birth cohort

Region

Data source

Inseroment

Type

derivation

Type I Well-adjusted

Type 2

Type 3

Facets of general izability

Participants 1,024 boys and girls

Age 3 yeses

Birth cohort 1971-1973

Region New Zealand

Data source Examiners'

observations during a

testing session

Resilients Resilients

Oveecontrollers Overcontrollen

Underconcrollees Underconerollees

300 boys 106 men and women

12-13 years 23 yean

Late 1970s t960s

Resilients

Overconerollen

Underconerollers

Finland Iceland

Self-reports Interviewer's

assessments

the Big Five dimensions refer to real individual

differcnces, we need to ask how these differences

should be conceptualized. A recent volume

Wiggins, 1996 addressed this issue, and we

briefly summarize some of the major theoretical

perspectives on the Big Five,

Researchers In the lexical tradition tend to

take an agnostic stance regarding the conceptual

status of ttaits. For example, Saucier and Gold

berg 1996h argued that their studies of person

ality description do not address issues of causal

ity or the mechanisms underlying behavior.

Their interest is primarily in the language of per

sonality. This level of sell-restraint may seem dis

satisfactory to psychologists who are more inter

ested in personality itself. However, the findings

from the lexical approach are informative be

cause the lexical hypothesis is essentially a fine

tionalist argument about the trair concepts in

the natural language. These concepts are of in

terest because language encodes the charac

teristics that are central, for cultural, social, or

biological reasons, to human life and experience.

Thus, Saucier and Goldberg argue that lexical

studies define an agenda for personality psy

chologists because they highlighr the important

and meaningful psychological phenomena i.e.,

phenorypic characteristics that personality psy

chologists should study and explain. In other

words, lexical researchers view issues such as the

accuracy of self-descriptions and the causal ori

gin of traits i.e., genotypes as open questions

that need to be answered empirically. However,

rhere may exist important characteristic rhat

people may not be able to observe and describe

verbally; ifso, the agenda specified by the lexical

approach maybe incomplete and would need to

he supplemented by more theoretically driven

approaches Block, 1995; Tellegen, 1993.

Several theories conceptualize the Big Five as

relational constrs.icts. In interpersonal theory

Wiggins & Trapnell, 1996, the theoretical em

phasis is on the individual in relationships. The

Big Five are taken to describe "the relatively en

during pattern of recurreist interpersonal situ

ations that characterize a human life" Sullivan,

1953, pp. 110-111, thus conceptualizing the

Big Five as descriptive concepts. Wiggins and

Trapnell emphasize the interpersonal motives of

Agency and Communion, and interpret all of

the Big Five dimensions in terms of their inter

personal implications. Because Extraversion and

Agreeableness are the most clearly interpersonal

dimensions in the Big Five, they receive concep

tual priority in this model.
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Socioanalytic theory Hogan, 1996 focuses

on the social functions of self- and other-percep

tions. According to Hogan, trait concepts serve

as the `linguistic tools of observers" p. 172

used to encode and communicate reputations.

This view implies that traits are socially con

structed to serve interpersonal functions, Be

cause trait terms are Randamentally about repu

tation, individuals who self-report their traits

engage in a symbolic-interactionist process of in

trospection i.e., the individual considers how

others view him or her. Hogan emphasizes that

individuals may distort their self-reports with

self-presentational strategies; another source of

distortion are self-deceptive biases ci Paulhus &

John, 1998 which do nor reflect deliberate im

pression management but honestly held, though

biased, beliefs about the self.

The evolutionary perspective on the Big Five

holds that humans have evolved "difference-

detecting mechanisms" to perceive individual

differences that are relevant to survival and re

production Buss, 1996, p. 185; see also Botwin,

Buss, & Shackclford, 1997. Buss views person

aliey as an "adaptive landscape" in which the Big

Five traits represent the most salient and impor

tant dimensions of the individual's survival

needs. The evolutionary perspective equally em

phasizes person-perception and individual differ

ences: Because people vary systematically along

certain trait dimensions, aesd because knowledge

of others' traits has adaptive value, humans have

evolved a capacity to perceive those individual

differences that are central to adaptation to the

socsal landscape. The Big Five summarize these

centrally important individual differences.

McCrae and Costa 1996; see also Chapter 5.

this volume view the Big Five as causal person

ality dispositions. Their five-factor theory FFT

is an ezphnatory interpretation of the empiri

cally derived Big Five taxonomy. The FFT is

based on the finding that all of the Big Five di

mensiesns have a substantial genetic basis

Loehlin et al., 1998 and must therefore derive,

in part, from biological structures and processes.

such as specific gene loci, brain regions e.g.. the

aniygdala, neurotransmseeers e.g., dopaminc.

hormones e.g., testosterone, and soon Plomin

& Caspi, Chapter 9, this volume; it is in this

sense that traits have causal status. McCrae and

Costa distinguish between "basic tendencies"

and "characteristic adaptations." Personality

traits are basic tendencies that refer to the ab'

stract underlying potentials of the individual;

whereas attitudes, roles, relationships, and goals

TABLE 4.6. Toward a Generalizable Personality Typolog Summary of Eight Studies
Replicating Three Basic Types

Studies in the United States

Robms, John, Caspi,

Mofflee. &

Stoutharner-Loeber Klohnen & Block
Blockl97l York&lohn1992 1996 1996

Type I

Type 2

Type 3

Chapter 4. The Bik Five Trait Taxonomy

Individuated

Traditional

Conflicted

Both 13 and 35 yean

l920s

San Francisco area

Clinical judgments

from data archives

Adult Q-set

Q-factors across two

rinse periods

43 years

1937-1939

San Francisco area

Clinical judgments

from data archives

Adult Q-set

Replicated Q-faceors

Pittsburgh

Caregivers' teporrs

Child Q-ser

Replicated Q-facton

San Francisco area

Interviewer's

assessments

Adult Q-set

Q-f'acton

International replications

van Lieshout,

Haselager, Riksen-
Hare, Hofman,

Walraven, & van
Edelscein & Keller

Caspi & SiIs-a 1995 Aken 1995 Pulkkinen 1996 1997

Penon

Resilients Resilients/lndividuated
Inhibited Overconcrollers lntroverrs/Anxious

Undercontrolled Undercontrollers Conflicted/Under.

controlled

79 boys and girls

7. b and 12 years

Early 1970s

The Netherlands

Teacher reports

275 men and women 168 boys and girls

26 years

1960s

7 yean

1970

Instrument Behavior ranngs Child Q-see Scale scores Child Q-set
Type Replicated clusters Cluster analysis Cluster analysis Replicated Q-factocsderivation

Nose Based sn Robits etaj. i996 and Robins `cal 1998.
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are characteristic adaptations that reflect the in

teractions between basic tendencies and environ

mental demands accumulated over rime. Ac

cording to McCrae and Costa, basic tendencies

remain stable across the life course, whereas

characteristic adaptations can undergo consider

able change. From this perspective, then, a state

ment such as "Paul likes to go to parties because

he is extravereed" is not circular, as it would be if

"extraverted" were merely a description of typi

cal behavior Wiggins, 1997. Instead, the con

cept "extraverted" stands in for biological struc

aires and processes that remain to be discovered.

This view is similar to Allport's 1937 account

of traits as neuropsychic structures and Eysenck's

view of traits as biological mechanisms Eysenck

& Eysenck, 1985.

The idea that personality traits have a biologi

cal basis is also fundamental to Gosling's 1999

proposal for a comparative approach to personal

ity that studies individual differences in both hu

man and nonhuman animals. Although scienrists

are reluctant to ascribe personality traits, emo

tions, and cognitions to animals, evolutionary

theory predicts cross-species continuities nor only

for physical but also for behavioral traits; for ex

ample, Darwin 1998/1872 argued that erno

tions exist in both human and nonhuman ani

mals. A recent review of 19 studies of personality

factors in 12 nonhuman species showed substan

tial evidence for cross-species continuities Gos

ling & John, 1999. Chimpanzees, various other

primates, nonprimare mammals, and even gup

pies and octopuses all showed reliable individual

differences in Extravenion and Neuroticism, and

all but guppies and octopuses varied in Agree

ableness as well, suggesting that these three Big

Five factors may capture fundamental dimen

sions of individual differences across species. Fur

ther evidence suggests that elements of Openness

such as curiosity and playfialness are present in

at least some nonhuman animals, In contrast,

only humans and our closest relatives, chimpan

zees, appear to show systematic individual differ

ences in Conscientiousness. Given the relatively

complex social-cognitive functions involved in

this dimension i.e., following norms and rules,

thinking before acting, and controlling im

pulses, it makes sense that Conscientiousness

may have appeared rather recently in our evolu

tionary history. The careful application of etho

logical and experimental methodology and the

high interobserver reliability in these studies

make it unlikely that these findings reflect an

thropomorphic projections. Rather, these surpris

ing cross-species commonalities suggest that per

sonality traits are caused, in parr, by biological

mechanisms that are shared by many species.

In conclusion, researchers hold a diversity of

penpectives on the conceptual status of the Big

Five, ranging from purely descriptive concepts to

biologically based causal concepts. This diversity

may seem to suggest that researchers cannot

agree about the definition of the trait concept

and that the field is in disarray e.g., Pen-in,

1994. It is important to recognize, however,

that the various theoretical perspectives are not

mutually exclusive. For example, although Sau

cier and Goldberg 1996b caution against

drawing inferences about genotypes from lexical

studies, the lexical hypothesis does not preclude

the possibility that the Big Five are embodied in

biological structures and processes. In our view,

`what is a trait?" is fundamentally an empirical

question. Research in diverse areas such as be

havior genetics Plomin & Caspi, Chapter 9,

this volume, molecular genetics Lesch, Bengel,

Heils, & Sahol, 1996, personality stability and

change Costa & McCrae, 1994; Helson & Ste

wart, 1994, and accuracy and bias in interper

sonal perception Kenny, 1994; Robins & John,

1997; see also Robins, Norem, & Cheek, Chap

ter 18, this volume will be instrumental in

building and refining a comprehensive theoreti

cal account of the Big Five.

CONCLUSIONS AND

IMPLICATIONS

At the beginning of this chapter, we argued that

a personality taxonomy should provide a system

atic framework for distinguishing, ordering, and

naming types and characteristics of individuals.

Ideally, that taxonomy would be built around

principles that are causal and dynamic, exist at

multiple levels of abstraction or hierarchy, and

offer a standard nomenclature for scientists

working in the field of personality. The Big Five

taxonomy does not yet meet this high standard.

In contrast to the biological raxonomies, the Big

Five taxonomy provides descriptive concepts

that still need to be explicated theoretically, and

a nomenclature that is still rooted in vernacular

English.

The Big Five structure has tile advantage that

everybody cais understand the words chat define

the factors, and disagreements shout their mean

ings can be reconciled by establishing theit most

comrtion usage. Moreover, the natural language

is not biased in favor of any existing scientific

conceptions; although the arheoretical nature of

the Big Five dimensions tnakes them less appeal

ing to some psychologists, it also makes them

more palatable to researchers char reject dimen

sions cast in a theoretical mold different from

their own. Whatever the inadequacies of the

natural language for scientific systematics, broad

dimensions inferred from folk usage are not a

bad place to start a taxonomy. Even in animal

taxonomy, as G. G. Simpson has pointed our,

"the technical system evolved from the vernacu

lar 1961, pp. 12-13.

Obviously, a system that initially derives from

the natural language does not need to reify such

terms indefinitely. Indeed, several of the dimen

sions included among the Big Five, most notably

Extraversion and Neuroticism, have been the

target of various physiological and mechanistic

explanations Rothbart, 1991; see also Clark &

`Watson, Chapter 16, this volume. Similarly,

Block and Block's 1980 notion of Ego Control

might shed some light on the mechanisms un

derlying Conscientiousness and Extraversion,

Tellegen's 1985 interpretation of Extraver

sion and Neuroticisns as persistent dispositions

toward thinking and behaving in ways that fos

ter, respectively, positive and negative affective

experiences promises to connect the Big Five

with individual differences in affective function

ing which, in turn, may be studied in more

tightly controlled laboratory sctrings. In a sense,

the Big Five differentiate domains of individual

differences that have similar surface manifesta

tions. However, the structures and processes un

derlying them have only begun to be explicated.

Explicariois in explanatory' and mechanistic

terms will change the definition and assess

ment of the Big Five dimensions as we know

them today.

As Allport concluded, "scalable dimensions

are useful dimensions, and we hope that work

will continue until we reach firmer agreement

concerning their number and nature" 1958, p.

252, As Allport had hoped, the work on scal

able dimensions has continued since, and re

searchers have nov reached a firmer consensus

about them: There are five replicable, broad di

mensions of personality, and they may be sun'

marixed by the broad concepts of Extraversion,

Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Neuroricism,

and Openness to Experience. In our view, the

Big Five taxonomy is a major step ahead, along-

due extension and improvement over earlier fac

tor systems that tended to compete with each

other, rather than establish commonalities and

convergences. The Big Five taxonomy captures,

at a broad level of abstraction, the commonali

ties among most of the exisriisg systems 0f per

sonality description, and provides an integrative

descriptive model for personality research.
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NOTES

I. This historically important report, available

only as an obscure Air Force technical report, was re

printed in a special issue on the Big Five in the Journal

ofPenonalzey `I'upes & Chrisnl, 1992.

2. Saucier 1994a abbreviated the 100-item TDA

to a set of 40 "mini-markers" to obtain an even

shorter measure.

3. The other scale with a relatively lower reliabil

ity was the iDA Emotional Stability scale. In an at

tempt to measure the stable pole of his scale which

after all is called Emotional Stability. Goldberg

1992 induded adjectives such as imperturbable. un

exeinble. undemanding, uneniotional. and unenvi

ous as flsctssr markers, Note that these adjectives are

negations of emotionaliry, rather than affirmations of

subility, and as such they were answeted less reliably

even in our verbally sophisticated sample, probably

because these words are less familiar and more diffi

cult to understand. More generally, the problem is

that English has few adjectives denoting emotional

stability and those that do often fail to uniquely de

fine the emotionally stable pole of Neuroucism e.g.,

stable, calm, contented, and unemotional fasled to

load highly negatively on the Neu'roticisns factor in

John, 1990, as shown here in `I'able 4.2. On the BFI,

the problem of measuring the stable pole was solved

through the use of phrases. such as "Is emotionally

stable, not easily upset" and "Rensains calm in tense

situations," which provide sufficient context to clarify

the attribute being measured.

4. The full matrix is available from the authors.
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5. These values are lower-boursd estimates, prob

ably because the participants in the introductory psy

chology subject pooi had little motivation to

complete the instruments with utmost care. For ex

ample, Benet-Martinez and John 1998 Study 2

found somewhat higher mean alpha coefficients for

both BFI .85 and NEO-FFI .82, ass wcll as higher

mean convergent validity correlations .77. Similarly,

a reanalysis of data from Gross and John 1998

showed a mean convergent validity correlatson across

all three instruments of .79, which is slightly higher

than the .75 we found here. On the other hand,

warmth was partialled out, the discriminant validity

correlations between Extraversion on the NEO-FFI

and Agreeableness on the BFI and TDA werc reduced

substantially, from .36 to .08 lot the BIT and from

.41 to .12 for the TDA. Evcn the correlation between

Extraversion and Agreeableness on the NEO-FFI it

self waa reduced from .25 to -.02. These results are

consistent with those from the CPA: reclassi5-ing

warmth as a facet of Agreeableness would reduce the

overlap between Extraversion and Agreeableness, even

within the NEO-FFI, and improve both convergent
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APPENDIX: THE BIG FIVE INVENTORY BIT

and discriminant validity.

Here area number of characteristics that mayor may nor apply to you. For example, do you agree that you are

someone who likes to spend time with others? Please wrste a number next to each statement to indicate the extent

ro which you agree or disagree with that statement.

I. Disagree strongly ..20. Has an active imagination

2. Disagree a little ..2 I. Tends to be quiet

3. Neither agree nor disagree ..22. Is generally trusting

4. Agree a 1itrie 23. Tenth to be lazy

5. Agree strongly 24. Is emotionally stable, not eastly upset

,,,,,,25. Is inventive
ISee Myselfas Someone Whe -

.26. Has an assertive personality
- I. Es talkative

__27. Can be cold and aloof
_2. Tends to find fault with others

,,.,,,,,28. Petscveeea until the task is finished
3. Does a thorough ob

29. Can be moody
_4. Is depressed, blue

30. Values artistic, aesthetic cxperi ences
,,,,,,,,5. Is original, comes up with new ideas

31. Is sometimes shy, inhibited
,6. Is resen'ed

32. Is considerate and kind to almost everyone
.,,7. Is helpful and unselfish with others

..33. Does things efficiently
8. Can besonsewhat careltss

34. Remains calm in tense situations
9. Is relaxed, handles stress well

35. Prefers work that is routine
..l0. Is curious about many different things

,,,,,36. Is outgoing, sociable
I lb flaIl of energy

37. Is sometimes made to others
_12. Stares quarrels with others

_38. Makes plam and follows through with them
,,,,,13. Is a reliable workee

.39. Gets nervous easily
,l4. Can be tense

_40. Likes to reflect, play with ideas
_15. Es ingenious, a deep thinkee

41. Has few artistic interests
16. Generates a lot of enthusiasm

.,.,,,,,42. Likes to cooperate with others
17. Has a forgiving nature

..43. Is easily distracted
I 8. Tends ro be disorganized

.,,,,,,,44. Is sophisticated in art, music, or literature
.,....I9. Worries a lot

Please check: Did you ss-rireaaumber is font ol each statemesit?

BEl scal escoring "K" denotes reverse-sred items:

Exrraversion: 5,6k. II, 16. 21k. 26. 35k. 36; Agreeableness: 2R,7, 12R, 17. 22. 27k, 32, 37k, 42; Consciensiuu.ssess: 3, 8k. 13,

tSR, 23k. 28, 33. Ps. 43k; Nesiroucssm: 4. 9k, 14, 59.24k, 29. 34k, 39; Openness'. 5, 10. IS, 20, 25,30, 35k, 40, 41k, 44
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Chapter 5

EMPIRICAL AN! CONCEPTUAL

BASES OF A NEW THEORY

In a narrow sense, the Five-Factor Model FFM
of personsliry is an empirical generalization

about the covariaeion of pcrsonaliry traits. As

Digman and Inouye 1986 put it, "If a large

number of rating scales is used and if the scope

of the scales is very broad, the domain of person

ality descriprors is almost completely accounred

for by five robust facron" P. 116. TIse five fac

tors, frequently labeled Neuroricism N, Ex

traversion E, Openness 0, Agreeableness A,

and Conscientiousness C, have been found

not only in the peer rating scales in which they

were originally discovered Tupes & Christal,

196111992 but also in self-reports on trait de

scriptive adjectives Saucier, 1997, in question

naire measures of needs and naottves Costs &
McCrae, 1988, in expert ratings on the Califor

nia Q-Set Lanning, 1994, and in personality
disorder symptom clusters Clark & Livesley,
1994. Much of what psychologists mean by the
term personality is summarized by the FFM, and
the model has been of great utility to the field by
integrarimag and systematizing diverse concep
tions and measures.

In a broader sense, the FFM refers to the en

tire body of research that it has inspired,

amounting to a reinvigoration of trait psychol

ogy itself. Research associated with the FFM has

included studies of diverse populations

McCrae. Costa. del liIar, Rolland & Parker,

1998, often followed over decades of the

lifespan Cosea & McCrae, 1992c; employed

multiple methods of assessment Funder, Knlar,

& Blackman, 1995; and even featured case

studies Costa & McCrae, 1998b; McCrae,

1993-94. As Carlson 1984 might have pre

dicted, these diverse research strategies have paid

off handsomely in substantive findings: The

FFM "is the Christmas tree on which findings of

stability, heritability, consensual validation,

cross-cultural invariance, and predictive utility

ate hung like ornaments" Costa & McCrae,

1993, p. 302. After decades of floundering, per

sonality psychology has begun ro make steady

progress, accumulating a store of replicable find

ings about the origins, development, and func

tioning of personality traits McCrac, 1992.

But neither the model itself nor the body of

research findings with which it is associated con

stitutes a theory of personality. A theory organ

izes findings to tell a coherenr story, to bring
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